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Cincinnati, Ohio,
self buckled the blue velvet garter take the place of the strikers through lina has no provision for the distinct
The- trade took effect to- Maier, whose uncle is manager of the Haven.
conditions early today were all that of Boston.
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man, was well thought of.

(By Special Leased Wire t New Mexican
Washington, D. C, June 10. "It is
my personal opinion that we will have
a vote on the reciprocity bill on July
Smoot of
16 or 17," said Senator

Governor Mills has appointed the
following notaries: Charles S. Earick-- j
son, Pecos, San Miguel county; George
E. Card well, Jicarilla, Lincoln county;
wui-ia.Nellie c. Brewer, AiDuquerque;
F, Buchanan, Tucumcarl, Quay
county; Noel E. Stevens, Albuquer-- j
;
que, Bernalillo.
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THE FOURTH

'Cascaref Makes

The Little Store

You Feel

OF JULY ;
IN WINDY CITY.

SATURDAY, JUNE 10, 1911.

MRS. JOHN DREW BETTER.
five
III. " About
McLeansboro,
years ago," says Mrs. John L. Drew,
of this place, "I was afflicted with
pains and Irregularity every month. 1
suffered continually, was weak and
despondent, and unable to do my
housework.
I took Cardul, and in
one month I felt like a new woman
and worked hard all summer. I am
now In perfect health, and recommend
Cardul to all suffering women." Ev
ery day, during the past 50 years,
Cardul has been steadily forging
ahead as a result of its proven value
In female troubles. It relieves headache, backache, womanly misery and
puts fresh strength Into weary bodies.
Try it.

Little Girl's Illness Leads to Sane
Celebration
New Ways of Giving
Meaning to the Day."
No Need of Days when you are not at
your best no need of Headache,
(Exclusive Service The Survey Press
Biliousness, Dizziness or Bad
Bureau).
Stomach.
(For years the Chicago Trnbune has
Most of our dull days are due to compiled tne statistics of the fatalinactive bowels. Nearly all or ourues iuikjwius me ceicumuou 01 m
Thie article by
DENVER BREAD
minor ills could be avoided by a little j dependence Day.
randv Casearet. Also, half of our one of the best staff writers of that
greater ills. Isn't it foolish to suffer paper, nas inereiore, a special interest
when there is such a pleasant way to because very largely owing to the acI
tivity of the Tribune Chicago is a
avoid it?
Cascarets save the houi(s. They leader in the Sane celebration of the
save jthe time that we waste if we are Fourth and shows by her example
not at our best. They bring good that the methods used in small cities
cheer. For the blues and ill temper can be" applied successfully in the laring, thanks to the efforts of men Inrarely occur when the bjowels are gest).
terested in the Sane Fourth, to create
in
Invalid
a
little
Years
make
girl
the
ago
They
properly helped.
customs which will give Independence
life
on
feeble
her
had
grasp
breath sweet, the ecomplexion clear, Chicago
a true recognition.
Day
of
blasts
senseless
the eyes bright. All this for ten shaken by the
a noise mad Fouth of July. Her suf
cents per week.
Middle
and Elderly People,
In the old days people let matters fering prompted the thought that in Use Foley Aged
Kidney Pills for quick and
of
homes
not
thousands
if
hundreds
uuse
a
neeaea
run until tney
large
the permanent results in all cases of kid- -'
of physic. Then they took something other sufferers were enduring
ney and bladder troubles, and for;H
man's
mad
holiday
severe like castor oil, salts or cathar nain caused by a
in the cele painful and annoying irregularities,
for
The
demand
bowels.
40.
No.
to
meant
sanity
the
abuse
Fe.
That
tics.
Santa
Telephone
Southern Corner Plaza,
Day had For sale by all druggists.
These are the days of the gentle and bration of Independence
and
by 1900
in
this
of
Chicago
Cascarets.
Carry
beginning
ALL CASH PURCHASES. natural the days
TICKETS WITH
GIVE REGISTER
a 10 cent box always with you. For its result was a day free trom tne
the right way to take them is one at barbarity, of preceding celebrations.
GHBiGI UIQMICEUENTS
A steady drizzle of rain aided the re- -'
a time just as soon as you need it.
striction ordinances which had been
passed by the Chicago city council.
THE SANTA FE TRAIL.
Cathedral.
The quiet was almost that of the
and
read
E.
R.
Lane,
6 o'clock a. m. Second
(Composed by
mass
at
First
been
of
July had
hv him at unveiling of Santa Fe Sabbath; The Fourth
Sermon in English.
9:30.
at
mass
a noiseless day hut it also had
trail marker at Ripley Park in made
Third mass at 10.30. Sermon In Span- been made an empty one.
Raton. )
at 6:30
Heretofore noise had taken the place ish. Rosary and Benediction
EXTRA FINE IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
Ofttimes above life's storm and stress
Devotions.
m.
'
p.
in
its
but
it
of nroter celebration
We hear the voices of the past
PVFRV DAY BREAD PIES CREAM PUFFS CAKES
crudeness had served to mark the day.
Breathe stories of the days which It was
Lady of Guadalupe.
recognition, however thought-- 1
8
were,
First mass 6 a. m. Second mass
were
the rowdies whose dynamite
less
did
not
Whose hopes and promise
canes and high explosives gave it its! (high) J:3 a. m.

"The Best

Tip-To-

p

Know In Every Loaf"
TRY IT

1
WE

a

ER

1856.

Everyboy should spend some time in Recreation

Suit
Cases --Travelling Bags
and Trunks of all des- cription. Better c o m e
nowwhile the assortment
A Full line of Dress

j

NAPOLEON

last;

:

j
i

i

is complete

SPECIAL
See our Display Window. It will Interest

YOU

IN

i

cdpch

1903

Incorporated

VACATION TIME

j

6 Loaves of Bread for 25c
LOUIS

Established

ill
Phone No. 36

P. O. Box 219

distinctive character.

And bright the dreams of days agone
With the noise eliminated there was church of the Holy Faith, Episcopal,
That now are lost for e'er and aye, a void. The day went without cele-- j
Trinity Sunday, Sunday school at
on
men
.
The lure of gold that led
bration and there were many men'Q.4R n m. Mornine service at 11
Fades from the trail to Santa Fe.
PHONE 191 BLACK
who felt that American patriotism Ocjock
All are welcome.
Vvir
- .knllAn.J
a awn Iran f&fl
Presbyterian.
and
and
delve, silence of the Fourth. From this grew
moil,
Yet we who toil,
Sabbath school at 9:45 a. m. ChrisHave need of dreams sometimes to a purpose to give he day, now brutal tian Endeavor at 6:45 p. m. Preaching
B. Z Me
cheer;
ized, a proper meaning,
at 11 a. m. bar Paster-elec- t
sweet and winding
And blossoms
lt was proposed to a half dozen or chough. No eveniner service. Pray-th- e
ways
large and influential organizations er meetig Wednesday evening at 7:45
Such as these which are lavished of the city that they undertake to fill
Everyone welcome,
you
the void.
It was proposed that thei
here,
Jonn.g Methodist Episcopal,
Besides where once the olden trail
RememDer the services at St. John's
day be made to mean something to the
Wound past the cliffs and rim rocks cosmopolitan element of such a city Methodist Episcopal thurch tomorrow,
It. was suggested
that' June (he lltn Sunday school at 9:45
as Chicago.
gray,
citizens would be win-- 1 a m ln cnarge 0f the Superintendent,
WheTe now the wheels of commerce the foreign-borroll
ing to contribute to an expression of Dr. C. (). Harrison. Preaching at 11
miles to Santa Fe. sentiment which would be as truly a. m. by the pastor. Subject: "The
O'er
patriotic as the noise had been truly New Birth." Epworth League service
at 7:15 p. m. Subject: "Religious
And here where soon the blossoms barbaric.
These .proposals took shape when Training and Leadership." Preaching
fair
different asso at
Shall give their perfume to the representatives of the
8p. m. by the pastor. Subject:
ciations met with members or tne "Nature's call to service." A cordial
You
breeze,
Sane Fourth association and under- welcome to all! B. F. Summers,
We've builded us a dreaming-plac- e
for
the celebration of 1910
Beneath the shadows of the trees; took to give
The aid of vara worthy character.
of Now
And from the vantage-plac- e
in the city was en- State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
nationalities
ious
We'll smile at cares of Yesterday,
GORMLEY,
FRANK
listed and a pageant was planned.
Lucas county. ss.
And set Hope's marker by the trail,
It was necessary to limit the ex
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
to
Fe.
olden
Santa
The
trail
6619
Phone Black
Santa Fe, N. M.
penses to a moderate sum, the larger is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
part of the fund available being re- Cheney & Co., doing business in the
L'ENVOI.
quired for the U. S. Army tournament City of Toledo, County and State afore
And friends, 'tis well. along life's which had been secured as part of the
and that said firm will pay the
A promise of said,
path
Chicago celebration.
of
ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for
sum
To snatch some hours from Toil's this tournament had been made to the
each and every case of Catarrh that
and
Association
long day,
Commercial
Chicago
use of Hall's
And woo again
Youth's vanished when the plan for a genuine cele- cannot be cured by the
Cure.
Catarrh
was
dreams
arrangbration was put on foot it
FRANK J. CHENEY,
Beside the trail to Santa Fe.
ed to secure the army exhibition as
Sworn to before me and subscribed
of
it.
part
in my presence, this 6th day of DecemWith a modest expenditure the com ber, A. D. 1886.
A. W. .GLEASON,
mittee in charge of the pageant was
ABOUND THE STATE
successful in presenting a remarkable (Seal)
Notary Public.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Fourth of July demonstration, enlist
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Intern4LFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package
ing, as it did, the adopted sons of the ally and acts directly on the blood and
Judgment by Default.
country.
mucous surfaces of the system. Send
Judgment was yesterday given the
in making for testimonials free.
interested
house in Santa Fe
citizens
The
The only exclusive
ComIce
Southwestern Brewery and
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
celebration worthy of the day were
pany at Albuquerque against Albers the
with
Sold
eliminating
concerned
no
by all druggists, 75c.
longer
brothers for $298.
objectionable features. They had been. Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
It was neces-- pation.
suDDressed effectively.
Serves Him Right.
Phone Black
sarv merely to find a substitute. The
Phone Black
When a gent goes to the apartments plans of 1910 served to show that the
of a couple of girls in a hotel and then
rjjagcau iuco vuuiw.
W. H. KERR
gets shot for declining to put up $25,- ceeding years, but that this should be
000 It is about time that he invent reinforced
AGENT HUBBS LAUNDRY.
by a number of sectionalsome new story as to how it happened celebrations which would bring neigh- Phone us, we will be glad to call for
Albuquerque Herald.
borhoods and communities together in. your laundry on Monday and Tuesdays anQ- deliver on Thursdays ana
parks for observance of the day.
Sewer Strike is Ended.
It is planned for this year to add'Fri(ays
Last! Aii 0rk is guaranteed: your socks
By granting the men digging the such features to the program.
trenches for the Las Vegas sewer sys year the central attraction, after thejare mnaeQ anfl buttons sewed en
ten months. They have hundreds of tem an increase from $1.35 to $1.50 a
Chickering Bros.
parade of nationalities, was tne army your shjrts without extra charge.
satisfied customers in New Mexico
Bush and Lane.
day the strike in progress the past few tournament in the down town dist PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
and Arizona.
days was declared ended. The men rict.
Co.
This year it is hoped that the
A letter, a telegram or a telephone had asked for $1.75 a
day.
will be of a much larger sigparade
Schiller.
to them regarding pianos, prices and
nificance.
Many nationalities have
Victor
terms will prove to prospective piano
Seven
Fiends
and each has assumed
Jugged.
Speed
been
interested
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Lln-dema- n
The parks are exclusively designed responsibility for its own representa-- j
meet
customer
will
Co.
every
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
Milton and the World Famous Cecilian
for children and people who want to tion by floats and marching bodies or
Interior Player Pianos, and many more than half way in making
saunter, says the park board of Den- uniformed men. It was the original
La Salle
other makes.
purchase of a piano a simple nd sat ver and to impress this fact upon au idea that each nation should illustrate
This firm has purchased over si isfactory business transaction, not on tomobile speeders, it had seven ar so far as it could its contribution to
CHAS. OANN, Prop.
car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.
rested and fined in the municipal court the United States, and this, it was
Telephone 11.
would produce a healthy
yesterday.
thought,
LEARNARD-LINDEMANCO.
N
the benefit of the
to
Two
Doors
rivalry,
Below F. Andrews Store.
The Square Music Dealers :: Albuquerque, N. M. :: Established 1900
Two Deaths at Albuquerque.
Meals
25 Cents
Regular
Peregrina Barela,
daughter of This hope was realized ln part last
SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.
Short Order at all Hours
Mr. and Mrs. Jose Maria Barela, died, year and promises more for this year.
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5X0
at Albuquerque yesterday. The child There being no central attraction
was two years and three months old. aside from the parade of nations, the French Noodle Order 20c. a dish
Mrs. Anna Powders, aged 24 years, a sectional celebrations are expected to
New York Chop Suey SOc.
native of Holland, died at her home he of value in teaching the true mean
in Albuquerque night before last. Her ing of the day.
child
husband end a
Originally it was planned to obtain
a man whose worth and importance
survive.
would give added value to his words
for a notable Fourth of July speech,
Emptied Reservoir.
It was found necessary to turn loose to be made. If possible, in a great
the sixteen, feet of water that has ac- assembly place where by
Lumber and all kinds
Lump, nut and
iCumulated behind the big Melocha the use of sounding hoards he might
coal
mine
of building
dam Colfax county during the past two make himself heard to thousands. It
weeks, because of the interference It jwas the intention to have as a part
whicn Basket leaves Monday and Tuesday
YARD ON KICKOX STREET, NEAR
caused to the progress of construction of the celebration a speech
work on the dam. Almost a week would contain the best thoughts of a Returns Thursday and Friday.
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
was lost because of the deep mire ' notable man on some subject oi great
AGENCY AT O. K. BARBER SHOP.
which prevented the excavating work interest to the American people,
Phone Red 100
Phone Red 100
If succeeding celebrations prove the
of the teams in the dam bed.
MRS. F. O. BROWN, AGENT
lasting value of the Chicago method
If you want anything on earth try this original plan may find a part in Phone Red No. 23 Phone Red No. 23
future programs. Chicago is enaeavor- a New afexlcan Want Ad.

Groceries and Delicatessen

When the dry spell comes
will need
this summer
a gasoline engine to run
your pump and save your
crops. When these en
to
gines are not pumping they can be connected
man
any other machine and will run it cneaper
running it by hand power.
can have complete information and price
on an outfit suitable
your work by applying

j

oioc.

st

n

steel-linke-

d

to the agent.

F.

WHOLESALE

&

RETAIL

"TACKLE" OUR FISHING TACKLE AND YOU'LL LAND ANY
FISH THAT TACKLES YOUR BAIT.
WE DO NOT "BAIT" CUSTOMERS BY 8ELLING THEM THINGS
THEY KNOW SOMETHING A BOUT AT A VERY LOW PRICE, AND
THEN GETTING VERY HIGH PRICES ON THINGS THEY DO
ANYTHING ABOUT.
WANT YOUR TRADE ONLY BECAUSE WE DE8ERVE IT.

(WE

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
grain

LEO HERSCH

45

45

issasSi

j

fc-

-

PIANOS
Learnard-Lindeman-

PIANOS

n

Jesse-Frenc-

Restaurant

J. CRICHTON
LUMBER & COAL YARD
R.

material

run

Estimates Cheerfully Furnished

1

I

Imperial Laundry
For Best Laundry Work

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

If Its Hardware We Have It.

Phone 14.

oal

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Screened

Phone

Wood

RATON
YANKEE)

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

i

mf15SSSl
Telephone

.14

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
rfianfc
and oniroproved City Property, tip
viwimm
and Ranches; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rjffats
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

Fftfl! C AI p Imoved

JALL

Modern Residences for Rent.

R M. JONES.

103

Palace Ave.

LIVERY STABLE
Pine Rigs, Rettabte Hones Sis$
Buggies, Sorties, Saddle time.

CALL

UP

Thone

9

CHA5.CL0S50N
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THE PROPER COURSE

WOOD'YS HACK LINE

Every Santa Fe Citizen.
is
How to act in an emergency
Information of Priceless Value to
knowledge of inestimable worth, and
this Is particularly true of the disease
and Ills of the human body. If you
suffer with backache, urinary disorders, or any form of kidney trouble,
the advice contained in the following
statement will add
valuable asset
to your store of knowledge. What
could be more convincing proof of the
efficiency of Doan's Kidney Fills than
the statement of Santa Fe citizens
who have been permanently cured?
Mrs. Bernarda D. de Escudero, 106
Griffin St, Santa Fe, N. M., cays: "I
hold just as high an opinion ot Doan's
Kidney Pills today, as when I publicly
recommended them in January, 1907.
For about a year I was bothered by
a dull ache and weakness across my
loins and kidneys. I tried easily and
any exertion brought on severe pains
in my back. Hearing Doan's Kidney
Fills highly spoken of, I was Induced
to try them. The result proved beyond a doubt that Doan's Kidney Pills
live up to representations. The cure
and positive relief this
remedy
brought, has led me to praise it on
more than one occasion."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-MIlbur-n
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United

Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leave Barranca on the arrival ot
the north bound train and arrival at
Taos

' way.

at

7 p. m.

Tan mile

shorter than any otier
and good

Good covered hack

teams.

Ery Tblns denata Mak P
FARE
$5.00
KIDNEY REMEDY.
13 particularly
recommended
for
chronic cases of kidney and bladder
It tends to regulate and
trouble.
control the kidney and bladder action
and is healing, strengthening and
bracing. For sale by all druggists.
FOLEY'S

We Have Built Up

States.
Remember the name
take no other.

Doan's

and

NOTICE TO CATHEDRAL
PARISHIONERS.
A ball o. a dance Is to be given on
one of these nights for the purpose of
raising money for the building of some
Catholic rectory in Santa Fe, and this
ball is to take place in about the center of the Cathedral parish. As rector
of the said Cathedral parish, I de
clare that I do not approve of such an
enterprise and I sincerely beg my
parishioners not to have anything to
do with the dance.
REV. ANTH. FOURCHEGU.

WE HANDLE' LUMBER
in large quantities and have every
modem facility tor furnishing the
very beat rough or dressed
Lumber
f every description. We are thus
enabled to make the very beat prices
tor Lumber of such high grade
T?e will be pleased to figure on your
contracts.

If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad.

Charles W. Dudrow

trj

E

UTiyilA

'

(Old Sparks Ranch )

Open May 15th for the Fishing Season
Best of Beds

Best of Food
Cold Pure Spring
No Invalids

Water
$15 a Week

Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Ghost, Willow and Bear Creeks
Write Pecos

Telegraph Glorieta

MULLIGAN & RISING

UNCLE

SUM

IS

HOT IN

IT SWAP

POLICE

COURTESIES

When It Comes to Extravagance Apportionment for Reichstag
and Dazzling Shopkeepers
Beats American Gerryon

the Seine.

mander.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)

(By Special Leased Wire to N,.w

Paris, June 10. Americans abroad Berlin, June 10. The Prussian gov
are inclined to the belief that when ernment is observing closely the re
the people of Europe use the word sult of the arrangemt-n- for the mutual
"America," they mean their own luierciiange oi assistance Between the
country and no other, and that the German and American police, to de
United States is th most important, termine whether its advantages to
if not the only country, in the west- Germany justify its continuance.
In
ern world.
This idea is erroneous, a recent case, when the New York po
especially in Paris, where, large and lice requested assistance in locating
wealthy South and Central American some stolen property in Berlin, the
Colonies make their headquarters, Prussian government delayed action
and where Spanish speaking visitors until they had asked and received asspend their money with lavishness surance through the American emthat rejoices the heart of the local bassy that similar requests would re
tradesmen.
ceive consideration from the American
There are permanent colonies of police.
The Prussian Minister of Foreign
Spanish Americans in Paris which,
taken together, are three times as Affairs has now issued an order
large as the North American colony. authorizing assistance to the AmeriAn American who told a Jeweler in can police, but only so long as actual
the Rue de la Paix that Americans reciprocity is observed.
The order.
spent more money there than in Fifth therefore, instructs all Prussian poAvenue, New York, was reminded that lice authorities to report to the minisNorth Americans spend much less try all requests made to the American
in the Rue de la Paix than do South police or received from them, with re
Americans.
It is an undisputed fact sults. In order to test the advisability
that Spanish Americans buy more of the procedure.
beautiful furniture, more jewels, more
of
modern
in
French art
Paris
objects
aggressive attitude in
do visitors from the United theGermany's
than
Moroccan situation, manifested in
States.
Probably quite half of the a plainly worded official announce
large number of canvasses shown in ment in the North German Gazette.
the two great salons of this month that the
would consider itself
will find their way to private houses released Empire
from the obligations of the
in some part of the Americas south of
Algeciras Act and entitled to full lib
the Rio Grande.
of action in case of an occupation
erty
Paris rather than Madrid is the in of Fez
the French, has been receivtellectual capital of South America, ed withby
coldness in two unexgreat
the
of
fields
and the connection in
and
pected
quarters,
culture, art and literature between the Russia having given unmistakable inFrench and the people of Latin timations that
they will not countenAmerica are deeper than the visiting ance
to embarrass France in
American realizes.
French opera and her attemptsactivity.
present
theatrical companies; French statesThe attitude of Austria is particumen, such as M. Clemenceau, the forand
surprising,
mer premier and Paul Doumer, and larly unwelcome
French capitalists and representa- because of the supposed indebtedness
tives of almost every department of of Austria for German support in the
French activity find in South America Bosnian crisis. The German patriotic
a sympathetic welcome and almost or "armored" press is commenting
a community of language, because it bitterly on Austrian perfidiousness,
has long been a principle of South without being able to argue away facts
American education that the cultivat- which will deeply affect Germany's
ed person must know French. While future policy.
The Austrian attitude was voiced in
the English novelist has a market in
the United 'States larger than in his a Viennese newspaper. The article in
own country, French writers have a (question warned the German Foreign
circulation in South America sec- office that, Instead of opening a new
ond only to that of France itself.
indtebtedness, Germany's support in
A powerful society was formed last the Bosnian crisis merely balanced accounts for Austria's efforts as the
year, called the "Comite
designed to bring all the "loyal second" in the Algeciras duel,
peoples of North and South America to quote from Emperor William's mesinto closer relations with France. sage of thanks and that the Dual
Gabriel Hanotaux, for so many years Monarchy would back the Germans in
secretary of foreign affairs, is the no quarrel with France over Moroccan
president and gives its affairs a good interests.
deal of personal attention.
He inRussia, through the official paper
tends to visit the United States and Rossla, stated, as was expected, her
Canada next year and possibly Mex- confidence in France's good faith, but
ico, largely in the interest of the in- concluded with a reference to the
tellectual and moral aims of this so- pending
negotiations
As has already been an- which showed that their outcome
ciety.
nounced, M. Hanotaux and some fif- would depend on the attitude adopted
teen or twenty other distinguished by Germany in regard to Morocco.
Frenchmen will go to the United
Since the publication of the two of
States next spring.
One of the prom- ficial articles' France has announced
inent Americans now living in Paris, that the expedition for the relief of
and the foremost American member the French officers and foreigners
of the committee, is James H. Hyde. would go on to Fez instead of halting
At a recent meeting of the society, some distance from the capital withM. Hanotaux,
while sketching the out evoking any further protests or
progress already obtained by the orga warnings from the German official
nization with the Americans, paid a press.
tribute to Mr. Hyde's contribution to
Another apparent success of the
these relations. France, he said, owed
has been
diplomacy
a debt of gratitude to the man who scored in the question of the fortifihad sown many years ago, in the cation of the Holland port of FlushUnited States, the first seeds of a ing. French and English military
closer
understand- writers profess to fear that Germany's
by establishing the plans for a future war with France
ing, especially
course of French lectures at' Harvard contemplate a violation of Belgian
,
University.
neutrality by sending an invading
Robert Bacon, the American am army through Belgium into France,
bassador, speaking at the same meet and see in the Holland proposal to
ing, declared that the savants, the fortify Flushing, which commands the
artists and writers ' which France entrance to the scneide river, lead
sends to America,
lead to the re ing to Antwerp, a menace to the coun
of anticipating this by
moval of the barriers which still
separate peoples, bring about fusion throwing troops by sea into Belgium
of the material interests and pave the through Antwerp. The Holland minway to "moral unity between nations istry protested that It was only exwhich constitutes the true force of ercising the undoubted right of any
civilization."
sovereign state to erect fortifications
for its own defense and that Belgium s
threatened as much
' Among the pictures disposed of at neutrality seemed
the sale of the celebrated Delessert by one as by the other scheme. Under
collection last week, was one entitled pressure, however,- the fortification
"Cows on a knoll in a meadow" by plans have been quietly dropped.
the Dutch master Albert-Cuyp- .
After The decision of Charlottenburg and
some vigorous bidding the picture was Schoeneberg, two of Berlin's largest
knocked down for $26,000 to a dealer suburbs, to appeal to the Reichstag
of them a repreacting on behalf of the proprietor of to assign to each
one of the big department stores ot sentative in that body, againcalls atThe day after the sale a tention to the striking inequalities in
Paris.
Dutch newspaper, the "Nleuwe Rot the size of the Reichstag districts.
Contrary to the American practice
teraamscne ijourant,
puoiished an
article from its correspondent in Paris of readjusting the representation ot
affirming that the famous Cuyp was the various states after each census,
a forgery. The article was so circum the Germans have never undertaken
stantlal that the dealer and his client a change in the electoral law of the
Federation adop'ted in
became alarmed and submitted the
matter to the Dutch expert, Hofstelle 1869, which was taken over by the
van Groos. After careful examination Empire with only such changes as
the expert concluded that the picture were necessary to make it apply to
as well. According to
was an old copy executed with excep
' the
law
Reichstag districts
that
and
rare and possessing
tional skill
approximately ldu.OOO
great artistic jerit, but neither should contain
inhabitants which meant in 1869, an
wholly nor partly the work of Cuyp. ,
average of 20,000 voters to each disIf yon want anywng on artn trj trict but the average has now risen
to 36.000 voters. Owing, however, to
a New Mexican Want Ad.
the great shifting of population that
has taken place in the past 42 years,
some districts, chiefly In the large
cities and manufacturing regions, have
grown to huge proportions, while not
tfaonld know
udwonderful
a few others have dwindled to even
1
a smaller population than in 1869.
Bat-- it oat contra
There are at least twelve districts
X. v!T
"asaw lent. il
having each over 100,000 voters. One
district embracing? Charlottenberg,
Schoeneberg, and a number ot other
thriving suburbs of Berlin, has about
1.300,000 voters, while one of the Ber
lin districts numbers 225,000. On the
t
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New Mexico Military

Institute

m

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

"The West Point ot the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War Department as "Distinguished InstituWar.
tion." Army officers detailed-oDepartment"
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
lite. Great amount of open air work.
'
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3700
feet above sea level, sunshine-everday, but little rain or snow during the
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings,: throughly
colleges.
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
hi all respects.

North-Germa-

.

J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.

W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and Wt A. FINLEY.
' For
particulars and Illustrated ca
,
talogues address:
-

,

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

,

Superintendent
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South-German- y

REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vioe Pres.

'r

BEER

France Attracts Wealth and Sturdy Germans Indignant
Because of High Collars
Fashion of Great Capitals
on Amber Fluid '
to the South

Austro-Hungar-

THE VAUQHAN RANCH

other hand, about a dozen districts
have less than 16,000 voters.
The reason why the Reichstag takes
no steps to carry out the law of 1S69
is that the majority parties profit
most by the existing inequalities of
representation; and any redistricting
of the country upon the basis of population would greatly add to the votes
of the Socialists, in the Reichstag, who
are strongest in the great cities that
have multiplied so rapidly in popula
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tion since 1S69.
Echoes of the popular indignation
against the practice of serving inordinate quantities of froth for beer,
which recently resulted in jail sen
tences for a number of restaurant
keepers and waiters at Munich and a
temporary boycott of one of tna larg
est beer' palaces In that city, continue
to be heard throughout Bavaria.
A
commandant of the military police of
Pirmasens, who found too much "col
lar on his stein, sent a squad to
bring before him the barmaid who had
drawn the beer and forcibly detained
ber until he had given her a plain
talk on legal requirements under the
short measure law. For this the
commandant has finally been sentenced to three months imprisonment
for infringement of the barmaid's per
sonal liberty. The case previously
had been carried through two military
and three civil tribunals.
As a result of a student prank
played on the German Emperor during
his visit at Karlsruhe, the senate of
the Karlsruhe Technical University
has suspended an entire student fraternity for the current semester.
While the Emperor was here some
half dozen or more hilarious members
of the fraternity impressed an open
carriage and drove up and down before the Grand Ducal Palace, where
fhe Emperor was staying drinking
beer out of a keg and singing questionable songs. It was only with great
difficulty that the police were able to
put an end to the convivial performance and restore the carriage to its
owner.

POLITICS

Unexpected
Guests

The farmer and his wife were about to sit down to a
cold supper when they saw some old friends driving
towards the house.

The good wife was equal to the occasion
her New Perfection Oil
Cook-stov-

She had it lit in a moment and her guests hardly were seated
on the porch before a hearty hot meal was ready for the table
sausages and eggs and long rashers of streaky bacon, and rolls just
crisped in the oven and fresh coffee and the hostess herself as cool
and neat as if the had not been near the kitchen.
She never could have managed it with an
range.
The New Perfection is the quickest, most convenient and best cooker
on the market.
Marfc with I, 2 sad 3 burners, wrtfa
bme enameled
long. Iutqikns
HsDdaomrljr finished througKout.
The
2- - and
burner stoves csn be had with or
vrtfhoot
cabinet top, which felted
h
drop shelves, towel racks, etc.
Dealers evervwbef e ; or write for de.
criptive circular to lbs a ear est ageacy
of the

Continental Oil Company
Incorporated

!l

Pinos Altos.
George A. Easton is making a large
Gus.
Some people seem to think that New shipment of ore from the Western
Mexico's statehood prospects are des- Belle group of mines in the Pinos Altined to have A Bad Fall. Cheer up; tos district, Grant county, to the El
cheer up! The worst has happened, Paso smelting works. The ores were
and is going to happen again. The hauled down from the camp on the
cold gray dawn of the morning after narrow gauge railway, thus saving a
receiving the president's denial of considerable sum for their transportato the railway. Easton has taken
signatorial intent, must convince New tion
Mexicans as to how much influence a lease on the group and expects to
ANYBODY can exert on the executive make regular shipments to the smeltor senate, so far as hastening state- er, and it is reported that he has a
hood is concerned. With Alden Smith large tonnage of ore already extracted
away on a visit to his son, and Owen for shipment and his aggregate ship
back in Oklahoma mending his dilapi ments will be large for the coming
dated political fences the two donv months. George H. Utter, the owner of
inant forces of the committee she'll the well known Cleveland group of
also in the Pinos Altos district.
just have to rock along on the waves claims,
without sail, oaf or rudder. And now is nearing the completion of his n
the president says he didn't say that concentrating plant at the mines, and
he was eoine to say or sign. He within a very short time will be turn
probably intimated to Flood and Curry ing out concentrates for shipment to
that he might not veto the joint reso- the El Paso smelter, or to other
lution if passed by the senate, which
of course, he would be foolish to do.
Thereupon imagination took an aeroRaton
plane trip to Albuquerque.
Range.
Gloomy

50-to-

Kidney

Remedy.

plants as he may determine from the
character of the concentrates.
Hurley.
Excellent progress is being made in
the work on the big reduction plant of
the Chino Copper Company, at Hurley,
Grant county, where the ores of the
Santa Rita mines will be concentrated.

the buildings are practically comthe machinery is rapidly being installed and it is confidently expected that the plant will be in operation by August 1. A year ago the location of Hurley was a bald prairie,
but now it is a busy town of over
S00 inhabitants, containing some 60
cottages, well constructed and substantial, to house the families, and
more under construction and contemplated. Hurley also has a large general store, a postoffice building, including a news stand and ice cream par
lor, an excellent hotel, meat market,
moving picture show and a saloon.

All
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Plays

for
particularly recommended
chronic cases of kidney and bladder
Almost proverbial in certain sectrouble. It tends to regulate and control the kidney and bladder actions tions of the new state, and especially
and is healing, strengthening and brac- in Oklahoma City, the social
and
ing. For sale by all druggists.
amusement centre of this section, has
the names of Russell and Gross be
ASSOCIATED isEWS CIRCUIT
OVER TELEPHONE. come: and this in a city where amuse
ment lovers are afforded the very best
TeleA. Probst of the Colorado
in the line.
phone Company has installed in the
These clever comedians will be seen
New Mexican office an adjunct to the
here three nights starting Monday,
leased wire which will supplement the
June 12 at the Elks Theater, when
telegraphic service. It is a new tel- they will be
supported by a great
ephone instrument that embodies new
will have
and local theater-goer- s
inventions and patents and which will cast,
of seeing one of the
the
opportunity
wire
in
trouble
of
case
available
be
or In any other emergency. The Instrument was tested yesterday afternoon in the presence of Manager I.
Sparks, end conversations were car13

)

MINES AND MINING

MIDJOMS

Foley's

thanks to

e.

Players
strongest attractions of the year.
Besides Russel and Gross, a number of clever vaudeville acts
will
serve to make the evening a continual delight for those attending.
A feature of the show is its big
beauty chorus, which has won favor
because of its finishcu work, and
beautiful costuming.
Suffice it to say that a rare treat Is
in store for the patrons, and Manager
Stanton is to be complimented on securing this company.
The seat sale opened this morning
at Fisher's Drug fctore.

ried on with Roswell, Carrizozo, Den-

ver, El Paso and the result was eminently satisfactory, the voice from
distant
points four hundred miles
sounding as if it were in the sAme
room. The leased wire circuit of the
New Mexican and other
evening
newspapers in the southwest is being
used for interesting experiments that
will well nigh revolutionize the business of long distance transmission of
messages.
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NOTICE OF BONO REDEMPTION.
To all persons to whom it may con-

cern:

Public notice is hereby given to all
owners and holders of the following
City of Santa Fe, New Mexico, bonds,
that the City Council of said City have
exercised the optional right to redeem
and pay off the Funding Bonds, dated
August 2nd, 1897, bearing interest at
the rate of 6 per cent per annum payinterest and prinable
cipal at Santa Fe, New Mexico, and
due in twenty years after date and
optional at the pleasure of the City,
any time after ten years from date.
All of said bonds must be presented
on July 1st, 1911, at the office of the
City Treasurer, in the City of Santa
Fe, when and where the same will be
paid and redeemed in full, together
with interest thereon to July 8th,
1911, and all of said bonds not presented for payment at the above named place by July 8th, 1911, shall
cease to bear interest from and after

For Health Seekers and Rest Seekers

Mountain Hearth Resort, 22 miles from Santa Fe on main line of Santa Fe,
one and one-hamiles from depot.
Tent bungalows, in Pine Forest, with every accommodation, furnished for
that date.
Dated at Santa Fe, New Mexico, housekeeping and ready for occupancy.
May 13th, 1911.
WILLIAMSON RANCH,
MARCEUNO GARCIA.
Glorieta, N. M.
of Santa Fa
Treasurer of the
--

lf

City

N. M.

TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connections

made with AutamoWU

una at Vaughn for Koswen, aany.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Roswell at 8:30 a. n. and arrives at Roswell at 3: SO p. m. Automobile leaves
Roswell for Vauehn at 6 p. m. The
fare between Santa P and Torrance
Is $5.80 and between Torraiee sad
Roswell $io.
Reserve seats on auto
mobile by wire, J. W. fftockard.

Ctlt PlOWerS
A Specialty

PLANTS, Fruit In Ssaton. Wedding
nd Table Bouquets and Decorations.
Funeral Designs.
Out of town orders given careful attention. An extra charge of 25c
for packing on ordere under $3.00,

...

I THE

CLARENDON GARDEN
Phone Black" IX

R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
Santa

e, New Mexlee.
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PREVENT

THIS.
feAPALEN, htcttnt,
J. B. read, CtsUer,
Colorado, Democratic Colorado, prol A. WUOMES, VtorYKHat
HARRY D. MOULTON
P. McKANB, Atsistaa CatUef.
THE NEW "1LXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
THEODORE N. ESPE
gressive Colorado, is due for another
FRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER
public scandal, the misappropriation
and Superintendent. of county funds in many of the counEditor and President.
COMPANY
JOHN K. STAuFFER, Secretary-Treasureties of the state. Unfortunately for
Colrado there is no law demanding
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
the publication of financial stateSanta Fe. New Mexico
ments on part of counties and the
mall
$2.50
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
T)nily, six month, by
juggling of finances is therefore an
25
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN
Daily, per week, by carrier
1.00 easy matter, bays the Denver News:
Weekly, six months
.75
carrier...
Dally, per jnonth, by
J.
"H.
2.00
Leddy,
says
public examiner,
NEW KEXICO. ESTABLISHED IN 1870.
INVESTMENTS.
65 Weekly, rer year
INSURANCE
Daily, per month, by mail
50 he has uncovered startling juggling
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Oaily, per year, by mail
of accounts in the diiferent counties
of the state.
$150,000
Catron Black.
COUNTY.
FE
Have Moved Their Offices to Rooms
SANTA
OF
OFFICIAL PAPER
"The names of the particular coun80.000
to ties he refuses to divulge until he has
The New Mexican is the oldest, newspaper !n New Mexico. It is sent
circulation investigated further. He does say
V ; .Tm
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing
la all its tariwthW."
that when his reports are made pubof
the
Southwest.
mm
aud
people
Leans
progressive
the
in
lic
few
a
nwt
the
favorable
tnere
will
intelligent
be who live in Colorado Springs took DR. PALMER OF CERRlLLOS,
amoni.
meoey
terms oa all kind; of
days that
cbtiatenU
disclosures of a startling nature. At- their first
and
or
EARLY
ON
personal
SCENE.
eeasrtty. 'Buys mad sells bonds end
trip up Pike's Peak,
torney General Ben Griffith has been through Garden of the Gods and thus
Dr. C. F. Palmer, whose family lives
stocks in all markets for its customers. Bays and sells domesasked a long list of questions regard- became better boosters for their town. here and whose
daughters are attendtic and foreizn exchaag and makes telegraphic transfer of
ing the authority of the county offi- It is somthing that would be worth ing the Santa Fe county institute, was
cials in the expenditures of the funds while for Santa Fe to have its people one of the first physicians to reach
money to all parts of the dvittoed world on as liberal terms m
'whether the recall of the Judiciary is entrusted to their care.
HOSTAGE FOR ARIZONA.
are
Upon his an- visit the cliff dwellings, the Pecos the wreck. He was at Cerrillos and
givea by any money traasnUthif agency miotic or private.
swer await the disclosures
Is New Mexico to be a Hostage de- cut out or not.
says forest, the Nambe Falls and others jof when he heard of the accident he
allowed en time deposits at the rate of fear per cent
Interest
to
in
on
the subject
guarantee
the great natural attractions.
went immediately to Domingo and
livered to the Democrats
Leddy.
"Bailey's speech
oa six months' or years time. Liberal advances
annum,
per
That the last congress shows how the
from there was hurried to, the scene.
"Leddy does not use the jyvord
the admission of Arizona?
made on consignments of livestock and prod acts. The bank
be the case if the administra- - servative Democrats stand on the "graft" in speaking of the things he
Dr. Palmer found many of the passenLUXURY OF ANCIENT EGGS.
It's too long to quote here, claims to have found. He says that
tion at Washington were to surrender subject.
executes all orders of Its patrons la the k
gers suffering with shock and he gave
Uae, and alms
A chef, discussing the evils of cold directions for their care until
to the demands of the Democrats and but a sentence or two will make his the "irregularities" he and his asthey
liberal
to
treatment
as
hi
extend
them
to
all
as to
respects,
could be taken to Albuquerque on the
a few men from New Mexico declaring position clear. He favored admission sistants have unearthed will cry out storage, said with a smile:
and
of
with
the
consistent
sound
The
Drs.
principles
"And
sent
safety
of
later.
nankins;.
the
relief
for
with
who
constitution
train
the
the
the
are
people.
people
yet
investigation.
that they represent
Chinese,
Wedding presents,
great special
situation is very clearly outlined in Xew Mexico had ratified. He said: birthday presents, supplies charged gourmets, adorei eggs three or four Wroth and Spargo of Albuquerque,
Safety deposit boxes for 'root. '' The Ipatnaug at the pobUc Is
the following dispatch from Washing- 'The only objection I have heard to the counties and diverted to private years old, eggs that have turnd quite were among the physicians who came
respectfully soUcrted.
with the relief train.
ton received today and which, the New urged to immediate action on the use, traveling and other expenses nev- green.
"Don't think they are ordinary bad
Mexican is at liberty to say, is "in- - joint resolution is that it is desired er incurred, but charged to the county
Re- - to hold New Mexico as a sort
of a government; court fees not accounted eggs, these green chaps, though. If
spired "by ,high leadership on the
eaten Chinese food geish y
publican side, so high that it can vir- hostage for Arizona. The congress of for and other peculiar looking trans- you've
main, yok amey, sea slugs, birds' nest
- actions
reto
be
Republithe
are
United
declared
what
States
has
be
his
the
deliberately
Leddy says
tually
are what Leddy says his in- soup you'll know better than that
corded its judgment that each of
can program as to siatenooa.
MASONIC.
The Chinese are gourmets, and their
statehood
"In the publication of
tLese territories is suitable for ad- vestigations have brought to light."
Montezuma
Lodge
ancient
like
are
fine
eggs
ripened
news from Washington, in the papers mission into the Union as a state,
;:NoV i; AV Fi & 'A. M
cheese.
The session of the National Educaof New Mexico, but little attention and nowhere can it be found that any
Regular communi"It is a science. The eggs, I behas been paid .to the minority report, one of us suggested that one should tional Association at San Francisco lieve,
cation first Monday
In a hot temmonths
nine
spend
?
end friends of New Mexico here are not be admitted until the other had outside of its purpose and its scope, perature, buried in
of each month at
William Vaughn, Prop.
another
sawdust,
wondering why this important part of adopted a constitution suitable to will serve to make thousands of peo- nine months ' in a cool temperature,
Masonic
Hall ' at
ple acquainted with the west and burled In chalk. And so forth and
the statehood matter has been seem themselves or acceptable to us.' "
T.3U.
One
in
Best
western ways. There is no profession so on.
H. H. DORMAN,
ingly overlooked.
or class of people, whose enlightenMaster
"In the first place, the minority re--)
ROOMS lit SUITE WITH PRIVATE BATH
'They are green In the end, and
.
KEEP AT IT.
.,'
ment along that line is of more value
they have an unpleasant, putrid odor. CHAS. E. LINNEt. Secreta;y.
port is conceded to be in accord with "The Penitentiary and a Moving to the nation than the school
'
Cuisine
and
teachers, But Roquefort cheese Is green, and
Large Sample
the administration views on the subfor the ideas they form will be trans Its odor,
Table Service
Room for Com- &
"
Santa Fe Chapter No.
too, is putrid and unpleasant.
ject, and the importance of this must
school room to future
in
mitted
the
It.
mercial Travelers
M.
A.
"Mr.
Unexcelled
dined
when
he
last
1,
is
when
Wu,
it
here,
Regular
not be overlooked
figured
were the sights of Santa Fe. generations. Santa Fe will entertain told me that
convocation second
of the 1905
eggs
green
that the bill has yet to pass the Senate train,
Fortunately, one in the party had ob- many of these visitors from the east vintage cost f2 to $3 apiece in CanSANTA PE, NEW MEXICO
Monday of each month
'and receive the president's signature. tained
.WASHINGTON AVENUE
in some manner or other sever- during the next few weeks and it is ton."
beat Masonic Hall a
divided
Washington Pst.
is
evenly
The Senate uretty
from
al
Santa
cards
a
not
of
more
an
that
much
effort
Fe, pity
postal
7:30 p. m.
tween Democrats and Standpat or andpicture
another member had leafed was' made to have many more come
JOHN H. WALKER,
what might make it plainer adminisa small Santa Fe pamphlet at this time. But even so, the results
Glittering Possibility.
H. P.
tration Republicans, with the insur- through
which told of the "Sights of Santa flowing from the meeting at San Fran
"Professor," said the reporter, "you ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
Secretary.
gents voting sometimes with one side Fe," and the party made the side-tricisco will be important to the entire have read, I presume, what Edison or
Two Blocks From Oepot
,124126
and sometimes with the other. On the from Lamy
Montezuma Ave.
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scientific
day and was a guest of A. M. Bergere represented by several speakers, and
of mediknowledge
the
have
Mrs.
invited
Daughters
Colonel Woolard is editor of "The
cinal chemicals is
Beauties of Friendship," "All That's Prince of this city, state regent of
.
the D. A. R., to make the special adslight. The Drug-gis- ts
Lovely" and several other delightful
dress' on that occasion. Mrs. Prince
symposia of poems, which have had' a will
themselves are
leave for Albuquerque on Tues1
large sale. He will leave this even
next
be
will
of
the
and
dependent
largely
day
'
guest
ing for California.
upon the manufacThe "End of the Trail Marker" in
turer for the quality
the plaza will be formally dedicated on
of chemicals disKearny Day, August 19. It is expect- 3 Merry Musical Nights 3
ed that Mrs. BascOme of St. Louis, a
pensed. For
daughter of General Stephen W. Kearwe use
ny, will be here at that time, as. well
as numerous Santa Fe officials, and
Squibbs Chemicals
OH
as many of "the men who crossed
only, to
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material style and design
Variety
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San Francisco St,

we can please you whatever you may want
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Bed-
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Colonial
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The Ideal Brass

7

Special 35c
Parasolsan immense

i
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and style to fit any waist

Cart-rltori-

etc. Renting)

es

,

Special

in:

Style,

Substantially Built
and Beautiful to look
at Call to see it at
Our Store. We also
have the "tusculum"
porch shades and
bamboo curtains
the very thing to
keep one cool these
warm days. A fine
'
assortment of
for the babies
has also arrived.

.
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Are You a Coffee Critic?

;

FURNITURE CO.
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a

cav-urda-
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'

EXPERT

&

EMBALMERS

DIRECTORS

FUNERAL

Lanjy-brano-

h

Teas and Coffees
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For Rent or Sale

16,-00- 0

Modern five room brick cottage. Well located,
good yard, some fruit trees. Inquire before too

late

.

i

--

theAyo

Phone Black

Phone Black No. 229 Residence

No. 52

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty

&

Insurance Agency.

Drug Store

Boys! Here's the Shoe that
Captured the Country!
Ilere'sthe shoe you have been reading so much about
in the magazines the "Boy Scout' the shoe that has
taken thecountry by storm. Never has a'shoe created
so much excitement never has a shoo created such a
sudden tremendous demand as the great "Boy Scout"
Shoe now in town and ready for your inspection.

Wonders for Lively Boys

"Boy Scouts" are the "classiestshoes ever ,;.
tnade for rovgtt ana mm pie wear. tney outwears
two or tnree pairs 01 ordinary snocs. inn iuo
w
licaet lor Daseoau. running, juuiijiub
any outdoor sport. Jivery Doy wno oas
a
is
,rthem.
seen
crazy for pair.
SO SO
BW-S- tot
1

Z i, J

to

raRL. fid

The "BOY SCOUT? Shoe
--

'

,

t

s&wc
Good Luck Charm FREE withevervDairof'Bov

Scout" Shoes yon buy. And it's a dandy. Looks something
like the pieture in the corner of this ad, only it is bright
and shiny, like a gold piece and it stays bright, too. Makes
fine prise for winners of ball games, races, etc.
"Boy Scouts" are selling fast. Better call right awayn if
you don't you'll have to wait until we can send for more.

7

Shoe Man

SOLE. AGENTS
FOR

iELKS'

'

.

reason,

.

Electric Toasters

.

.

Water Jj$atrrsr nd Percclatert
5

I'

-

PATTERNS

THEATRE

that

Safeguard
the trail" as can make it possible to
STARTING our Customers as
be present, will come to pay tribute
well as Ourselves.
to this historically important event
12
Major R. C. Rankin, assistant terri
torial traveling auditor, went to Clayton ion official business. He examined
the bank at Wagon Mound, : Mora
county, on Wednesday. :
"Always Reliable"
Sitlo Candelarlp of Santa Fe, visit.
s
AND
DRUGGISTS'
a;:
ed his old school mate, Marion Frak-e-r
THE MATINEE
IRL
last week, Mr. Candelario had not
been in Wagon Mound, for gome time.
Phone KI-- NifM
Phone Red 58
T
Company
and he was greatly surprised at the
'
giowth the town had made. Wagon
Mound Pantagraph.
The Fifteen club met yesterday, Fri- ;
The Dresden Doll Chorus
day afternoon, with Mrs. Jaffa." ' Mrs.
Prince presided.
Quests
of the All The Song Hits of 191 1 CARRIAGE & CAR PAINTING
afternoon were Mrs.
Thornton;
Mrs. Jones and Miss Malone.
Roll v EXTRA ADDED ATTRACTION
SIGN WRITING
call was answered by quotations as to
birds. A paper on birds and their
First Class Work Guaranteed
habits was read by Mrs. George
Marsh. Current events followed. The
Phenomenal Baritone
next meeting will close the year and The
Biggest and Best of 4he 8eaton.
PAUL P. LACASSAGNE
will be with Mrs. Palen on June 23.
REDUCED PRICE8
.
will
Thomas
309 San Francisco
preside.
Mrs.;
E. W. Deuel, an official of the Den25c 50c 75c
Street
ver and Rio Grande, is in the city on Seats on Sale at Fischer's. Drug Store
business. He came down from Ala-- ,
Saturday Morning.

Russell

&

Butt Bros.

Gross

Co.

i

I

YOU JUNE

i!

If You Need a Weeding Present

COME TO SEE US:

New, live patterns of Sterling Silver
Chippendale
Apollo patterns.
We Solicit Your Inspection.

;

Shelsea

and ;(

-

"H;'C.

YONTZ,

The Big Song, Show

:

FOI THAT

SUMMED

OUTING

.

!

BHlie Byrne

.'..'

DAY
WIRE

UP

THOSE

DARK

AND

MEXICAN
Latest ia Hand Color-inPost Cards.

Santa Fe Water and Light Company

HATS

of Unique San Joan Pottery

New and Full Assortment
f

Artistic
FrimiBf.

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company
San Francisco Street.

NIGHT
SOLE AGENTS

PLACES

Electric Irons .That. Stay Hot
.

Snappy up to date

For Saturday, June 0

CONTINUOUS
.

A large line of

No Sweat Shop Goods

Monday June

The soles are made from Elk Sole. yoar stockings, and hurt your feet.
Leather the toughest and best sole
'Boy Scouts" 'are the coolest and
leather there 4s. Our secret process i most healthful shoes you could buy.
of tannage makes them wear from two The soles are put on so good you
to three times as tongas common sotcs. " cafit pull them loose no matter bow
And they're the best shoe you could
rough you are.
Justtellyourfolksaboutthem.boys.
get for your feet, too. They're made
especially for growing feet and feel They'll want you to have a pair.
fine the minute you put them on. The
Maybe your pa will want a pair, too.
Ask hm to bring you in and look at
tippers are made from Elk Skin Leather
and are as soft as gloves. There-them himself. He'll be just as de-are no linings to rip apart, tear ugntea as you are.

MA Pfllieef,

TROUSERS

Adolph Seligman Dry Goods Co.

.SO

,

whose

those

H. S. KAUNE & CO.

-

--

- FOR

Electric Stoves
Electric Curling Irons
Electric Chafing Dishes
Electric': Tea Pots
.

:

u
.
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Every woman's heart responds to
the charm and sweetness of a baby's
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THE FORUM

voice, because nature intended lier for

Aids Nature

backbone, but when it is developed
it brings men and women nearer to
the creature they were meant to be
than any other one thing. What is
so despicable as spinelessness. Even
the little street waifs hate a Vfraidy-act,- "
and heroes are worshiped the
world over, because they have the
courage to stick to a losing game, to
fight against odds, to hold on to the
death.
"
Which are YOU a
or a "BACK-BONE- "
in your
community, your home, your state
and nation?

niotnerhood. But even the loving
W. C.
U. NOTES.
nature of a mother shrinks from the
ordeal because such a time is regarded as a period of suffering and danger.
Women who use Mother's Friend are
WHO KILLED TOM TOPER?
saved much discomfort and suffering, Who killed Tom Toper?
and their systems, being thoroughly
"Not I," said New Cider,
I couldn't kill a spider,
prepared by this great remedy, are
in a healthy condition to meet the didn't kill Tom Toper.
time with the least possible suffering
and danger.
Mother's Friend is Not I" said Lager Beer,
recommended only for the relief and
"I don't intoxicate. D'ye hear?
comfort of expectant mothers ; it is in I
kill Tom Toper."
didn't
no sense a remedy for various ills,
but its many years of success, and Not I" said Bourbon Whiskey,
the thousands of endorsements reI make sick folks spry and frisky.
ceived from women who have used it
doctors say so, aon t they Know
The
are a guarantee of the benefit to be
runs too
derived from its use. This remedy What quickens blood that
slow?
does not accomplish wonders but simI didn't kill Tom Toper."
ply assists nature to perfect its work.
Mother's nena allays nausea, preNot I" said sparkling, old Cham
vents caking of
jr

I.

The great success of Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery in curing weak stomachs, wasted bodies, weak
lungs, and obstinate and lingering coughs, is based on
the recognition of the fundamental truth that "Golden
Medical Discovery" supplies Nature with
g
materials, in condensed and concentrated form. With this help Nature
supplies the necessary strength to the stomach to digest
food, build up the body and thereby throw off lingering
obstinate coughs. The "Discovery"
the
digestive and nutritive organs in sound heclth, purifies
and enriches the blood, and nourishes the nerves in
short establishes sound vigorous health.
tissue-repairin- g,

your dealer offer something "last as good,"
It Is probably better FOR HIM-i- t pay better.
But you are thinking of the cure not the profit, so
there's nothing "lust as good " tor you. Say so.

"wish-bone,-

jaw-bon-

COUNTY INSTITUTE NOTES.

muscle-makin-

Dr. Pierce's Common Sense Medical Adviser, In Plain English; or, Medicine Simplified, 1008 pages, over 700 illustrations, newly revised .
'sent for 21
Edition,
stamps, to cover cost of mailing
31 stamps. Address Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
tuly.
paper-boun-

one-ce- nt

d,

Cloth-boun-

-

.

the best posted teachers at the institute, and Is ever ready with an answer)
upon almost any subject. Mrs. Almeida taught a very successful term
of school at Kennedy last term, and
the directors and patrons have expressed their desire mat she return
to teach the coming school term.
The teachers adjourned at noon today having made up the time during
the week. This is indeed very convenient for the students as it gives
them time to prepare for the Sabbath.
The following letter was received
and read to the institute:
"Mrs. Nora Brumbach, Santa Fe, N. M.
Dear Mrs. Brumbach The teachers
from Valencia county send cordial
greetings to you, Superintendent John
V. Conway, and to the teachers
of
Santa Fe county, and appreciate your
We have 35 in
exceedingly.
attendance.
Best wishes to all,
JESUS A: SANCHEZ,
Superintendent.

t

SEND FOR NEW
MEXICO POST CARDS.

Today completes the first week's atThe New Mexico Bureau of Immitendance at the institute, and the
gration has h"ad prepared a limited
teachers feel that they have spent
Connects ai Colfax with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train both JTorthand'Soutb.!!!
number of postal cards for use on
pagne,
their time very profitably. Every bit
SStaga tor Van Houten N, M. meets trains at Preston N.I M."
'Tost Card Day" June 22d. These
slain of
was
me
N'. M., for Ellzabethtown. N. M., at 9:00 A. m, daily excepj
man
e'er
"No
by
Ute
leaves
Park,
poor
the work has ben gone over very
Stage
carry a few lines about New Mexico
$3.50 round trip; fifty pound baggaze carried free.
one
w
halls
fe
way
Fare
in
I
to
lordly
the
rich
contributes
cheer
undays.
carefully, and not a single item has
on the back and space for a message
O. A 9. train leaves Das Mcines, N. M- for the south at 11,11 p. m. arrives from Ithe
iJEl
And scorn the place where the drun been overlooked. This is a splendid
strong, healthy
on front. The cards have been prethat 4:38a. m.
motherhood. Mother's Friend is sold
kard falls,
record for the opening week.
pared especially for use of the smaller
Write for our free
at drag stores.
I didn't kill Tom Toper."
The Model Class still holds the
VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
communities which do not have post
C. G. DEDMAN,
mothers.
for
book
expectant
boards for its portion of attention,
G. P. Agent,
card racks, or commercial clubs
V. P. & G. M
Superintendent.
BRADF1ELD REGULATOR CO., Atlanta, Co.
'Not I," said various other wines,
and never lags in interest. The followwhich organized effort can be
through
of
"What juice of grapes, the iruit
ing. third grade pupils are enrolled:
made. The cards are going fast.
vines?
IKatherine Andrews, J(uanita Lopez,
Those who want tkem should write at
Good wines all other drinks excell,
Francisca Barela, Louis Speaks, Doroonce to the Secretary, Bureau of Imof
hell,
OUR breath is not the air
thy Fornoff, Annie Ortiz, Andrea
migration, Albuquerque, N. M. IndiPalace.
Wilma Beckman,
Frances
We didn't kill Tom Toper."
Maez,
cate the exact number you will use.
ASK
C. C. Catron, City;
TICKETS
Henry Grant,
Mayes, Josephine Alarid. Very interDo not ask for more' than you will
Abiquiu; Eugene Neft, El Paso; Miss Nor I" spoke up Brandy strong,
esting results were obtained from the
actually send out, as the supply is
YOUR
Jesse Anderson, Mary Anderson, Sa"He grew too poor to buy me long, Model Class, when Mrs. Brumbach
ited.
Miss
Frances
S.
and
Baca
Baca, I didn't kill Tom Toper."
ida;
put them to work writing a newspaper.
AtAlbuquerque; Ellsworth Ingalls,
Each pupil was assigned a particular
F. S. Rexford, 615 New York Life
chison; Dr. and Mrs. S. G. Small, The
1" said Medford Rum,
part, and given a half hour to write
Not
Bldg., Kansas City, Mo., says: "I had
too, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
odore N. Espe, City; Victor Caruso,
He was almost gone before I come, it. At the close of the alloted period
a severe attack of a cold which setMEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Theses
St. Louis; Mrs. L. Ketcham, Gallup; I didn't kill Tom Toper."
the teachers listened to the reading
J. H. WAGXER,
In my back and kidneys and 1
tled
J. W.
of the "Model Class Paper." . The lo
Henry B. Shepard, Chicago;
Conductor.
was
in great pain from my trouble.
Egan, Quincy. 111.; C. A. Carruth, An- June S, Abelino, Valencia county, A friend recommended Foley Kidney
old King Aiconoi, cals, markets, poems, story, composi
Ha!"
'Ha!
laughed
tonito.
tion and time tables were beyond the New Mexico.
Pills and I used two bottles 'of them
My devil's dope was in them all,
Montezuma.
EAST
THE
him teachers experience, bringing a reali
and they have done me a world of
made
that
blow
the
struck
Each
F. J. Creagan, Kansas City; E. W.
zation that much may be done along
For sale by all druggists.
good."
fall
Las
for
this
im
line
and
Deuel, Alamosa; Hipolito Griego,
language
reading
make him a toper,
who
all
And
helped
Samuel
C.
EDITORIAL
FLASHES
Ledis, Denver;
Vegas: E.
provement, and at the same time sup
MY agents were, to KILL Tom
If you want anything on earth trj
OR
BEST
F. Woolard, Wichita; Wilbur N. Ryer,
plying pleasant occupation
a New Mex'can Want Ad.
Toper."
The Institute reporter overheard
Denver; Mrs. M. A. Essick, Los An
Exchange.
one of the visitors say, after the reci
geles; M. A. Ross, Albuquerque; L. H,
Daddy of Them All.
tal of the Model Class, "One visit to The Santa Fe New Mexican is the
Dr. Jesse Stephenson,
Darby,
Denver;
ROUTE
WEST
Bones.
of
Kinds
Three
the Institute makes one want to go oldest paper in the territory, and it is
San Jose; S. J. Paradice, Denver.
We saw a little article a short time again. The attitude of the teachers is the best. It does not confine its laCoronado.
I. H. Huffman, V. S. Ellwood, Monte ago describing the three kinds ol full of interest and the spirit is that bors to the city of Santa Fe, alone,
The but day after day boosts for all parts
Vista. Colo - Julius Meyer. Estancia, bones exhibited by those we daily of Normal school professional.
meet. You can always see things Model class is most interesting and of the territory. It exchanges with
Far rates and full information address
when your attention is called to them Mrs. Brumbach is. to be congratulated almost every paper published in the
Your Neighbor's Exepnence
things you would pass unnoticed upon bringing about this wholesome territory, and any item of progress is
Take
How
it.
Foky
by
may
you
profit
&
So we have been loomng spirit."
noted. The building of a country
EUGENE FOX, Q-- fEl Paso
otherwise.
G.
E.
Mrs.
Pills.
Whiting,
Kidney
Texas.
are
The
and it is surpris
of pretty store on some side track on the prairie
a
"bones"
following
bevy
these
for
out
360 Willow street, Ackron, O., says
who have just completed the is given proper space, and a new busi5, 6, & 10
22,
"For some time I had a very serious ing how easily you can classify peo girls,
eighth grade work in the parochial ness block in any of the cities is equalcase of kidney trouble and I suffered ple with a little practice,
me school in this city, and who have en- ly important news. It is this policy of
First, were the "Wish-bones- "
with backaches and dizzy headaches.
7fl San Diego or
rolled at the institute, and are appli "let no guilty news item escape" that
were
wish
who
things
always
people
I had specks floating before my eyes
Los Angeles
$0V.L)
offi
were cants for certificates: Misses Ambro- has made the New Mexican the
and I felt all tired out and miserable, right; wish the surroundings
know
cita
the
Josefina
cial
Eusta
of
They
Alarid,
Rodriguez,
people.
would
be
paper
good,
I saw Foley Kidney Pills advertised perfect, wish people
cia Tapia, Anita Silva, Elvira Will that if it happens anywhere in the (MC 1 A San Francisco
and got a bottle and took them ac wish the temperance people and their
or Oakland
but DO nothing. To iams, Eloisa Martinez, Nicolasita Sena. territory, it will be in the New Mexi ytd.aVU
VIA
coTdlng to directions and results cause
to wish people These girls have taken up the work can. This is a policy the other city
better
is
sure
it
be
showed almost at once. The pain and
and
returning via direct lines,
to wish them evil, but of the institute with the firm determi dailies could follow to advantage. New Going
dizzy headaches left me, my eyesight well than
on
of
a
nation
Mexico
has
population.
good
grades
changing
securing
will
Porllani1 and return
when it is not backed by a good
became clear and today I can say
their certificates.
People are coming in all the time. The W5 (111
via direct lines,
am a well woman, thanks fo Foley to help along they have not energy
Ortiz y Baca is one of the old more they learn of this great terri- J)Mvu
Jose
Kidney Pills. For sale by all drug enough to go far.
now attending the institute, tory, the better it will be for all of us,
'
teachers
"
(Scenic Line of the World)
the
CA Going one way via
Then we have the
gists.
and is doing excellent work this year,
The Wagon Mound Pantagraph.
talkers. Not those who are able and Mr. Ortiz
pUaV.fJU
Francisco
San
has taught in different dis
experienced lecturers, but just those tricts of New Mexico for past 30 years,
ROUND TRIP FROM SANTA FE
LETTER LIST.
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
to
what
Return limit Sept. 15th, 1911
you ought
you
lie is an applicant for a certificate,
Sealed proposals will be received
List of letters remaining uncalled who can tell
I
do it, when to do it and all
to
how
do,
SanMiss Carlotta Armijo, who had by the County Commissioners of
for in the postofflce at Santa Fe.
Toabout everything you are interested
of the school at Canada de los ta Fe County. New Mexico, up to Illustrated Literature by
M., for the week ending June 3, 1911,
charge
believe
Alamos, has enrolled at the institute, twelve o'clock noon on Saturday, the
If not called for within two weeks in. They will tell you they
and would be "prohibi- and is an applicant for a certificate. 1st
Applying to
$ 60.35 they will be sent to the dead letter in temperance
$ 85.35
day of July, 1911, for furnishing
don't
"it
then
but
"prohibit."
tionists,"
successful
Miss
office at Washington.
Armijo taught a very
all material and constructing three
H. S. Lutz, Agent,
If you would just go at things RIGHT term of school, and will doubtless have
$ 50.35
$ 16.35 Archuleta Juanita H. de
bridges in said county, located as folthen
but
you
with
be
would
you,
they
the same school next term,
Bevans O. H.
lows:
,
are beginning at the wrong end.
Santa Fe, N. M.
Miss Margaret Cunningham1, who
One Bridge over the Santa Fe river
Bleya Ramoncita
$
$ 18.15
Colo.
to
"show
you"
them
ask
When
you
Bush W. G.
last year graduated from the Santa Fe on Canon Road within the limits of
they suddenly change the subject or high school, and who after attending the City of Santa Fe.
Masimino
$ 50.35 Chalpa
$ 21.10
say they are not reformers but they the institute was elected as one of the
Concha Raticio
One bridge over the Galisteo river
how it OUGHT to be done. They teachers at Madrid, but owing to sick near the town of Galisteo.
know
David Lerter
seldom give you a cent for a good ness was compelled to resign early in
One Bridge over the Galisteo river
Domingues Mrs. Madalena H.
cause, or an hour's time to help along, the term, has again enrolled at the near the town of Los Cerrillos.
Fremard T. J.
but they will take many precious min institute, and is an applicant for
' TOURIST
Milton Goldsmith
All the material and work shall be
CorrespondinlyLow Rates to AH Other Points
utes of your time telling you what first grade certificate.
Miss Cunning furnished and done in accordance
Garcia Figaiga
you ought to do. To this class be- ham is very popular in and out of the with the plans and specifications now
Garcia Crecencia
On Sale Daily
bachelor reboot room, and indications point to on file
the bachelors and
long
Pablo
in the office of the County
Griego
should her becoming a first class teacher.
how
know
who
Just
you
maids,
G.
L.
Mrs.
Hard
Santa Fe, New Mexico,
Clerk
at
1
31
EFFECTIVE
June to September 30, Limit October
Miss Annie Mae Flowers of Morlar-- where
raise your children; the fellow who
1st, 1911
Harper Susie
they may be seen and examinto
rich
Is
one
how
can
quick,
of
tell
earnest
most
workers
get
ty,
the
you
J.
Herbst
ed
and
procured.
,
copies
From
Tickets and Reservations at
and then strikes you for the loan of at the institute, and insists that she
Each bid must be accompanied by
Hyde Oliver T.
his will have high grades on her certif
who
man
a
the
punctuates
Fe, N. ffl.
five;
Jones Myrtle
a certified checa in the sum of 10 per
New Mexican Building or Union Depot
with profanity, yet icate. Miss Flowers taught a most suc- cent of the amount of bid.
conversation
Jimenez Anacleto (2)
Said
knows all about how a church should cessful term of school last year, at check to be drawn
Jimenez Magdalena
upon some solvent
be conducted, and why Christianity is Otto, this county, and was very popu bank
Lueras Carmelita
business
in Santa Fe
doing
WILLIAM McKEAN
on the wane; the man with the watery lar with the patrons and pupils. She
Mathis T. S.
county, New Mexico.
CARDS
e
received
the
of
the
sad
news
floral
and
nose
.PROFESSIONAL
gait,
Attorney-at-La'
the
today
eye,
Martsolf Bery
Parties desiring so to do may also
who knows all about the right way to death 'of her brother, Fireman F. O submit
Mining and Land Law.
McMinn Phocion M.
plans and prices of their own,
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school
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Investments
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NOTICE OF SHERIFF'S SALE.
By virtue of an execution to me directed. I, the undersigned sheriff of
1
Santa Fe County, New Mexico, have
"MOON" CAR MADE RAPID
, 4
TRIP TO THE WRECK. levied upon and will sell at public
bidder
The "Moon" car the powerful road- auction, to the highest and
4w. J- - ,
SAN
ster of F. S. Donnell, was pressed for cash, on Thursday, the 2'tb day of
Into service by the Santa Fe Xi;w July,
i5ii, at the hour of ten FOR RENT Six roomed house, furMexican and carried John K. Stauf- - o'clock in the forenoon, at the office of nished or unfurnished. D. S. Lowitzki.
Mines Corpora-- )
fer and Hrian Ii. Dunne of the New the
National Educational Association Convention Will Break
Mexican staff and Photographer A. B. lion .it the Cash Entry mine, three
FOR RENT Six roomed brick cotmil.-northwest of Orrillos, Santa Fe
MechanicCrayoraft to the wreck.
tage.
Bath, range, light. O. C. WatAll Records for Attendance Railroad Rates
ian Lewis drove the car and despite County, New Mexico, the following de- son & Co.
IV
the many arroyos and ditches which scribed property,
Are Right.
C Large Boilers and Stacks.
served as hurdles on the Old Agua
room
FOR SALE Seven
house,
Fria Road (the other road still being, 1 Hoist.
bath, electric light, fine lawn, fifty
1
Air Compressor.
barricaded by barbed wire) the trip!
fruit trees. 216 Montezuma avenue.
1 Dynamo.
Writes President Benjamin Ide for a visit to California in July, 1911,
to La Bajada Hill was made in fine
1 Light Engine.
time.
Wheeler of the University of Califor- The best way to make a comnrehenFOR RENT One suit of nicely fur6 Pumps.
A big washout was found
before
nia:
nished rooms for light house keeping;
sivetudy of the city is by the "See
dif1
Corliss
Engine.
reaching the hill and it was with
204 Garfield
bath, electric light.
"The N. E. A. convention of 1911 is ms aan Tancisco personally con1 Crusher.
ficulty that the car got around it for
or
:
avenue.
to be unique. San Francisco is waiting ducted trips by street car, tally-h3 Sets Rolls.
the gully made by a recent flood was
for it with an open heart. There is automobile, at cost ranging from 50
1 Huntington Mill.
too formidable for direct ascent.
no city in the land which for Its size cents to $1.00 per person.
AGENTS Best
Seller.
Summer
o taa laoies.
A slight accident to the machine
The rate to the San Francisco meetEarn $3 to $10 daily;
furnishes so many opportunities for
Benbitioni
ot
of
minutes
Said
a
caused
exponas under;
delay
thirty
sells at sight. Send for sample
expressing welcome. In the first ing of the N. E. A. is an "open rate,"
more during which the occupants of which said levy was made and said Set;
offer and selling proposition; excluCLIFF HOUSE.
place, the large number of new hotels that is, anyone (whether teacher, lifound it advisable to climt) sale is to be made was issued out of!
car
the
sive territory.
Nailoshine Mfg. Co.,
of every variety offer the most com- brarian, tourist or home seeker) may
under the machine so heavy was the the district court of Santa Fe County,
fortable shelter that can be found for purchase a round-triticket to San
New Mexico, on the 17th day of April Chicago.
fell.
which
then
rain
A. Barr,
City
Superintendent of vigorously waged and the efforts put
The trip was continued in a heavy 1911, upon a judgment rendered March
forth are worthy of a city of almost a
WANTED Salesman for this terSchools, Stockton, California.
the drops feeling like hall as 24th, 1911, for the sum of seTenteen
rain,
which
has practically ro
half million,
who has experience in selling
ritory,
dollars
The 7,000 active members of the Na built itself in five
they struck one's face and almost hundred eleven and
years.
advertising
specialties, premium goods
came
sun
six
cent
and
interest
the
($1711.C7)
blinded
per
the
Then,
eyes.
for
the
Association
tional Education
"The new city stands as a monuor calendars, $35.00 a week drawing
toreached
of
thereon
from
the
was
date
before
out
and
judgment,
Domingo
ment to the bold hardihood and per
last six months have been
account. (A new house with new line
big derrick of the Santa Fe, hard gether with three hundred and
enthusiastically to secure the attend- severance of a people that are not to the
M. J.
seen
and
dollars costs, in of advertising specialties.)
was
on
1217,
work
at
engine
flood
or earth
ance of teachers and others at the big be discouraged by fire,
W. Huron St,
both cause No. 6694 of the district court of Walsh & Co.,
Stauffer
and
Mr.
Mr.
Craycraft
meeting to be held in San Francisco quake. The new city that now offers
they Santa Fe County, New Mexico, in a Chicago, III.
next July. It is probable that one so hearty a welcome stands as a mon carried cameras and tripods, and of
a suit brought by Alfredo Montoya and
some
excellent
secured
pictures
hundred thousand persons will visit the ument more eloquent than words of
TYPEWRITERS.
Everardo Montoya of Cerrilios, N. M.,
wreck.
looking
phenomenal
a
or
will
No
time.
for
for
tongue
pen
genera
campaign
city at that
speak
saw against the
Mines Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
balked
when
The
Indians
they
more
to
tions
come."
large attendance has ever been
the cameras facing their way and as Corporation, the execution defendant platens furnished. Ribbons and supfor plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
usual made their mercenary gestures herein, upon an open account
and rented. Standard makes handled.
and said they wanted money for ap goods sold and delivered to said
Mines Corporation, which All repair work and typewriters guarpearing on the plate.
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter ExReturning home the trip was made said Judgment amounts on the day of
trPhone 231.
f '
In splendid time. Mr. Lewis displaying the sale, Including interest and costs change.
t
l
great skill in making the tortuous to the sum of two thousand
...,e..-- .
SALESMEN.
dollars (2068.98).
and
turns climbing the great Bajada.
This sale is also made for the pur- ESTAELISH A BUSINESS OF YOUR
OWN WITHOUT CAPITAL.
pose of satisfying costs accruing as
FIREMAN FLOWERS DIED
Our original plan of selling groce
noAT 7 A. M. TODAY. sheriff's fees and publication of
and ries by sample to farmers, stockmen,
11
There was more than one Santa Fe tices in connection with said levy
t4
restaurants, boarding houses and oth
an felt alarm when the news of the execution.
er large consumers, enables energetic
CHARLES C. CLOSSON,
wreck reached here yesterday and
Sheriff of Santa Fe County, N. M. salesmen to establish quickly a peramong these was Miss Anna Mae
manent business of their own yielding
teachFlowers, of Moriarty, who is a
a splendid income. Commissions adSALE.
OF
NOTICE
SHERIFF'S
Miss
er attending the institute.
settlements;
By virtue of an execution to me di- vanced.
Flowers was greatly worried at the
the undersigned sheriff of goods sold subject to trial; experience
I,
rected,
indireports first received for they
Santa Fe county, New Mexico, have not essential. Write for particulars
cated that her brother, Roy Flowers, levied
upon and will sell at public auc- today giving references.
fireman on engine 1217 of the limited, tion, to the
& CO.
JOHN
highest and best bidder
had been very seriously Injured. One for cash, on Thursday, the 20th day of
WHOLESALE GROCERS.
report had it that he would probably July, 1911, at the hour of ten o'clock LAKE AND FRANKLIN ST& CHICA- die. This report was denied late last in the forenoon, at the office of the
GO.
s
Mines
night and again this morning, but at
Corporation
11:45 a. m. today the New Mexican at the .Cash Entry mine, three (3)
MOST poultry diseases are prevent
received a message from Albuquerque miles northwest of Cerrilios, Santa Fe able. The easiest to
prevent are those
4"
that he died of his injuries in the Al- County, New Mexico, the following-- haideBt to cure. Prevention is cheap- GOLDEN GATE.
described property,
buquerque hospital.
too. Here is a CONKEY disease6 Large Boilers and Stacks.
Doubles Up Piston Rods.
Sold on a "money-back,- "
preventor.
An examination of the two locomo1 Hoist.
to do all that is claimed.
Pullmans kept the track and espec
TWO DEAD; 42 INJURED.
guarantee,
1 Air Compressor.
tives which had a head on collision
warm
It's a Conkey preventive of
ially the express and mail car, in
' ?lIC!M,,7-''- - r
showed an interesting sight. The pis
1 Dynamo.
not
which
a
mail
was
in
weather diseases. It mixes with waclerk
From
single
(Continued
Page One.)
were
of
made
the
finest
ton
steel,
1 Light Engine.
rods,
injured or even scratched.
ter, making it just 50 or 100 times as
6 Pumps.
doubled up into interrogation points,
cheap as the gallon price, so it's
"The fact that there was no tele- which told as forcibly as could anyIN THE CHINESE QUARTER.
ington; bruised stomach.
1 Corliss Engine.
MRS. W. H. DOWDEN, Los Angeles, scoping of this or other cars of No.
Not
cheap enough to use often.
fearful
of
1
the
Crusher.
impact.
Calif.; forehead cut, face bruised and 3 speaks well for tne steel equip- thing
only kills disease germs in houses,
3 Sets Rolls.
ment."
yards, drinking fountains and feeding
moderate prices in any American city. Francisco on the regular dates of sale back wrenched.
1 Huntington Mill.
ONE PASSENGER HAD
SOPHIA M. ROWLANDS, Abersy-taph- ,
The location of the city between sea at the special N. E. A. rate. The route
utensils, but killls insects, vermin and
When Crash Came.
FOREWARNING OF WRECK.
6 Cad Tables.
Wales, (Europe); right arm
and bay, environed at the south and both going to San Francisco and reparasites of any sort. Hence, an ab1
House.
Bunk
A
man
who
was
on
the train when
solute necessity to every poultry raisthe north by all the charms of country turning home, should be selected when bruised.
Sanin
with
Known
Well
House
1
and
F.
Rooming
Boarding
Knight,
BURNETT GpODWIN, Christmas, the accident happened, but who asked Percy
er
life and mountain scenery, and with a the ticket is purchased. In all cases
35
Conkey's
Pint,
Tells
furniture.
ta Fe,
Thrilling Story
that his name be withheld, gave a
climate that makes it one of the best the going trip must be commenced on Ariz.; back wrenched.
cents; quart, 60 cents; gallon, $1.50.
5 Cabins.
of Wreck.
vivid
of
how
to
feels
it
description
PERCY F. KNIGHT, El Paso; who
summer resorts in America, com date of purchase of ticket. All purLeo
And the mining claim known as the We know it prevents disease.
"It was the steel cars of the Calirun into an engine coming your way
to all who may chasers have the privilege of going to left Santa Fe the morning of the accimends it
HIrsch.
limited
Cash
train
that
undoubtedly
fornia
when
Entry.
you were going a mile a minbe looking for a place and period of San Francisco by one route and re- dent; slightly bruised leg.
Said execution under which said
saved scores of lives and prevented
He said:
MRS. H. S. RIDDLE, Willow, Cal.; ute.
recreation to couple with attendance turn by another without additional
was
made and said sale is to be"
The woman of today who has good
"We left Lamy at 9:20 a. m. and many of the passengers from being levy
on the convention. It is worth while cost, providing direct routes are used. spine wrenched and light bruises- on
was
Issued out of the district health,
made
declared
more
Percy
hurt,"
seriously
good temper, good sense,
were
due in Albuquerque
head.
at 11:05
if nothing else to see the new San,
Booklet With Full Information.
had been court of Bernalillo County, New Mex- bright eyes and a lovely complexion,
G. J. CHAMPLAIN, Buffalo, N. Y.; without a stop. A few minutes after 10 L. Knight of El Paso who
Francisco that has risen up out of the
The California committee has is
we passed Domingo and all looked in Santa Fe, his former home, and ico, on the 14th day of March, 1911, up- the result of correct living and good
ashes of 1906. Upon one thing at sued a booklet as a help to teachers wrenched knee.
Mr. on a judgment rendered March 11, digestion, wins the admiration of the
G.
MRS
J. CHAMPLAIN, Buffalo, propitious for a successful trip for the was en route to California.
least all who come may count, namely, planning to attend the convention.
the 1911, for the sum of six hundred twen world.
when
If your digestion is faulty
had
an
leg,
injured
was
fine
Knight
and the cool New
on a cordial welcome from a people The booklet gives a very definite idea N. Y.; bad cut on arm and back hurt, weather
and
dollars ($627.35) Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
from
him
of
collision
threw
the
Impact
MRS. V. F. PARKER, Minneapolis, j Mexico air was a bracer.
and six per cent interest thereon from Tablets will correct it. For sale by
his seat into the allse.
Minn.; back wrenched.
"Suddenly there was a crash and
with all dealers.
"Every car on that train was wreck- the date of pudgment, together
MRS. M. T. BARBOUR, Chicago, for an instant I thought a bolt of
and
dollars ($18.60)
eighteen
"but
the
said
Mr.
heavy
Knight,
ed,"
wno
on
.1
tne morning oi lightning coming from a clear sky had
llnlJl V
lett isanta Fe
Pullmans did not leave the rails. They costs, In cause No. 8565 of the District TIME
the accident; shaken up.
struck our train.
TABLE ALL
People in their crushed
of Bernalillo County, New Mex
M. T. BARBOUR, Chicago;
up however, the sides bend- Court
arm seats were hurled out of them and
the
a
suit
in
Whitney
by
ico,
brought
LOCAL TRAINS
.
bruised.
J"
a rain of cut glass (not the kind ing outward and in some cases throwthe
'
When the Company of Albuquerque against
ELIZABETH
JENKINS, Oshkosh, seen among June wedding presents) ing splinters in showers.
Alines
Corporation, The
tremfollowing are the time tables
Wis.; arm and shoulder bruised and; made one realize that he was still cars bulged under the Impact,
the execution defendant herein, upon
In the flesh.
For a moment no one endous pressure was brought against an open account for goods sold and ot the local railroads:
shaken up.
Leave
LENORE FRANCIS, Flagstaff. Ariz. could speak so great was the shock. the windows and the glass popped delivered to said
s
Then It dawned on me that we were from the frames, the fragments shoot- Mines
8.10 a. m. connect with No 3 westknee injured.
S
ill
said
which
judgCorporation,
7 f
ing among the passengers like bul- ment amounts on the day of the sale, bound, No. 10 eastbound.
r .1 W. F. STURM, Huntville,
Ala.; in a wreck."
lets. One young woman was struck
head, back and thumb bruised.
Passengers Were Brave.
including interest and costs, to the Returning arrive i.t Santa Fe 12:10
VERA HOFMEISTER,
An employe of the railroad who es-- j by a piece oi glass above the left eye, sum of six hundred
and p. m.
Chicago;
'down and severely cut. I
4 p. mp connect with No. 1, westbadly shaken up.
dollars ($659.44).
caped injury declared that the pres- knocked
MRS. MARGARET KEARN, Chi- - ence of mind and composure of the suppose that half the people injured
This sale is also made for the pur bound.
cago; side hurt and knee and shoulder passengers was admirable. The worn- - were hit by glass or splinters. The pose of satisfying costs accruing as
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30
en particularly held up bravely de-- others, outside of the engine men, sheriff's fees and publication of no- P. m.
injured.
suffercars
were
in
the
about
thrown
An-and
on their arms and
! spite the gashes
VIRGIE W. MoCOWET, Los
tices in connection with said levy
7:20 p. m. conect with No. 7 and
faces from the cut glass and the ter- - ing bad bruises and internal injuries. execution.
9 westbound;
No. 4 and 8 eastbound.
geles; bruised head and arm. ,
EVA S. WELLS, Kenosha,
CHARLES C. CLOSSON,
Forewarning of Wreck.
Wis.; rifle shock to their systems from the
at San& Fe 11:10
arrv
Returning
"Just before the impact came," Mr.
forehead cut and nose injured.
Sheriff of Santa Fe County, N. M P. m.
jolt.
with
was
"I
BELLE KARNELL, Kenosha, Wis.; j As soon as it was known that the Knight continued,
sitting
:
forehead cut.
D. & R. G. Ry.
engineer of the advancing engine several other passengers. Suddenly
Notice for Publication.
J. A. SLOWE, Chicago; back and which had caused the mischief had one of them seized hold of his seat
Leaves
10:15
a. m. for north.
of
the
Interior,
arm as well as knee wrenched; body been most seriously injured he
and called to us to grab something Department
rt
Arrive 3: 35 p. m. from north.
Coal Land.
I
warnI
A and hang on, think it was that
ceived all the attention possible.
'
May 4, 1911,
THEODORE ROOSEVELT AT BERKELEY IN GREEK THEATRE.
sundown
Before
yesterday the flagman, who was a personal friend ing that seved me from serious injury.
New Mexico Central Ry.
Notice is hereby given that Agri-pinwrecking crew had done such good of the dying man, spoke to him and I seized the hack ot the seat just as
Leave 5:45 p. m., coniects with No.
Delgado de Gonzales, of Santa
work that there Beemed reason to asked him if he knew him.
came
the
crash
bruises
end
I
for
"Yes,
except
who in heartiness of hospitality and of the cost of the trip to San Fran believe the track would be cleared
Fe, N. M., who, on April 13, 1906, 2 east and 1 south and west
The engin-s- o about the legs, i escaped injury.
do," he replied faintly.
Arrive 3.18 p. m. with connections
homestead
entry, No.
graclousness toward strangers yield cisco, the cost of convention week in
4
No.
which
train
leaves
that
"We left the coach and went along made
seemed to have internal injuries
from No. 3 east.
no whit to any people on the foot- San , Francisco, places of interest in
NW.
3
SW.
Lots
and
4,
for
d
buquerque at 6:05 would not be
despite the medical attention he the right of way, looking for the
- ,
stool."
Sec. 5,
NE.
Sec. 4, SE.
and hear San' Francisco, and the cost layed.
died at 1 p. m. His watch had stop- ,
It took the passengers some
Francisco.
14 N. Range 9 E. N. M. P.
San
Seeing
of a week or more at points of inter
,
Township
unin-jpewhich
10.12
a.
at
was
time
m.,
the
The passengers, Injured and
time to cut into some of the cars and
A study of reconstructed San Fran- est throughout California, with the
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
NATIONAL
jured, had been hurried to Albu- - of the accident,
get out the frightened women, most to make Final five year
cisco, with its Golden Gate, its splen- cost in each case. With the booklet
Proof, to esa few hours after the wreck
of
whom
were
more
were
than
querque
from
scared
of
the
hurt, tablish claim to the land above de
Many
passengers
did harbor, ocean frontage, wharves any teacher will be able to plan he and late in the afternoon all
EDUCATIONAL
that! the east and middle west on their although one woman appeared to be
and shipping, parks, markets, military trip with a very definite idea of its one could see was immense masses
before Register or Receiver,
to California, while others on the seriously hurt. A woman on the scribed,
way
U. S. Land
at Santa Fe, N. M.,
reservations, old mission, public build- cost. Copies may be obtained by writ of iron and steel, the twisted, batter train were residents of California re train who said
ASSOCIATION.
she was a trained on the 6th Office,of
historic ing to Felton Taylor, Secretary N. E. ed and wrecked locomotives
1911.
Chinatown,
ings, unique
day
July,
in
home.
nurse
lying
gave great assistance, making
Claimant names as witnesses:
points and near-b- y resorts, will well A. Committee, Merchants' Exchange the dust beside the track, The Pull- - turning
The names of all the injured pas bandages and doing god .work in quietrepay the teachers and their friends Building, San Francisco, or to James man cars looked very "fit" at the sta-N. Gonzales, Estanislao Pena, SAN
Jose
FRANCISCO, CALIF.,
,
sengers were not known but among ing the other women.
41
!!
Agustln Montoya, Jose Ortiz y Pino,
uon oi4
, anaj toe tflm wag D Canfie(i ot
uuie
u.mBU
Green's
.
Watch
Stopped
Angeles,
M.
N.
all
of
Galisteo,
showed
symptoms of a,whose name on a trunk told of hig
only car that
"Engineer Green met death gameMANUEL R. OTERO,
JULY 8-1- 4,
1911.
wreck was me neavy.sieei express pregence on the tram,
ly. He was scalded and apparently
car which was still off its balance.
Register.
hurt
but
he
his
up
internally,
kept
Moving Baggage.
Discusses Wreck.
- .;.4A-4- "
f--f
.
i
'
spirits well, talked about the wreck
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Superintendent Kurns, accompan - At 4:30 p. m. the sight of dozens of and asked after the other injured. Laof
men
the
trunks
the
heavy
Mr.
led by Mrs. Kurns, and
carrying
Kurn's
told on
ter, however, his
(Coal Land.)
secretary, Mr. Benson, had hurried to passengers on ties was interesting, dying a short time sufferings
later,
ROUND TRIP RATE
the scene of the wreck in a private The trunks were carried from the him and he
Department of the interior,
a
underwent
collapse.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
car. Mr. Kurns directed the work- traclc t0 a P,ace of &tety and later
"When Green was seen to be dying
men who rapidly straightened out the loaded on a train for Albuquerque. It
May 4, 1911.
Dates of sale, June 27th to July 5th
oE tne trunks were someone picked up his watch.
It had
18
none
hat
sa,d
of
an
Notice Is nereby given that Cornelia
immense dertrack, and by aid
at
10:12
at
a.
broken
stopped
m.,
even
the
exactly
or
open by
September 15th 1911
Gonzales, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on Final Limit
rick, lifted the engines and tenders damaged
which time the wreck probably had
awav from the track which thevi wreck,
April 13, 1906, made homestead entry
occurred. I could not, however, give No.
Indians There.
PRIVILEGES
for SW
blocked.
NE
NW LIBERAL STOP-OVEthe exact time of the crash." '
wreck
of
N.
the
SW
3E
Mr. Kurns said of the wreck
Interested spectators
section 5.
.
"It was caused by s work engine were Indians from Santo Domingo.
township 14 N., range 9 E., N. M. P.
Apply
Foley Kidney Pills contain Just the Meridian, has filed notice of intention
which was used to haul ties for the! Among them were many squaws in
Santa Barbara Tie and Pole company their usually brilliant robes and ingredients necessary to regulate and to make final five year proof, to esand which collided with No. 3 as the wearing their long white leggins. strengthen the action of the kidneys tablish claim to the land above da- Try them yourself For scribed, before register or receiver, U,
train was going some sixty miles an) Around their necks were some fine and bladder.
S. land office at Santa Fe, N. M., on
hour. ' Why this engine was on the beads and turquoise which dazzled in sale by all druggists.
track is a mystery, which only the the bright sun,
the 6th day of July 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
dead engineer could explain.:
Per The Indians looked with awe at the Montezuma Avenue to Be Opened
Jose N. Gonzales, Estanislao Pena,
haps he thought he could reach the "great iron horses" lying at their Chairman Celso Lopez of the street
H. S.
Domingo switch before No. 3 came feet and one old Indian chief smiled committee announces that on Monday agustln Montoya; and Jose Ortiz y
along.
cynically as he gazed at the humbled morning, Montezuma avenue will be Pino, all of Galisteo. N. M.
"A striking feature of the accident machine which had brought civiliza- thrown open to traffic. The work of
MiUTOKL R. OTERO,
PANORAMA FROM CHRONICLE BUILDING.
was the manner In which the tion to the Southwest and broken np macadamizing it is completed.
M.
Register.
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Guaranteed

3-- 4

Money Back if Not Satisfactory 35 Cts. Per Pound
HOUSE ALWAYS RIGHT
BALL and WHITE
HARRINGTON
CLP QUALITY

M.

XSStXXSiSStXSt3tStXSiJ

COFFEES
MRS. RORER'S

3T.

1

GROCERY and BAKERY

First Class

NEW MEXICAN, SAXTA FE,

"
in the style that makes our Soda Foun- RUSH OF SELLING IN
MOVING PICTURES ILLUSTRATE
not
tain
a
but
a
WHEAT
only
TODAY.
PIT
luxury
necessity
SAFE
AND SANE FOURTH.
DAILY BOUND
in hot weather. Don't Forget at the
Bulls Disturbed By Favorable Reports Families and Law Breakers Subject
Capital Pharmacy.
'
Stock Market Maintained
at Conference of Charities and
Bank Statement Those interested
Its Strength. .
Corrections.
Santa Fe, X. M., June 10.
X in local finance and banking will study!
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexlcanl
The weather for New Mexico S carefully in today's issue the state-to New Mexican)
Boston, Mass., June 10. "Families
is generally fair tonight and S ment of the First National bank as of! (By Special Leased Wire 10.
111.,
Rains and and
June
Chicago,
7,
the
called
June
was the subject
for
by
comptroller!
not
much change in St
Sunday,
Every figure and; cooler weather in Nebraska led to a at the morning meeting of the conSt temperature.
St of the currency.
item in it testifies to the solidity and rush of selling today in the wheat pit ference of charities and corrections in
prosperity of Santa Fe's oldest bank- and caused prices to suffer a decided Ford Hall today. Addresses on famisetback. The bears were aided also ly desertion and
institution.
ing
and the
Standard Sewing Machines will he
by predictions of
lat up in the hot present laws regulating the evil were
than
closed out at Goebels.
There is No Greater Pleasure
delivered. The standards ot
Vacation Time is KODAK time. See looking over the pictures of your vaca- way throughout Kansas.
to 92,' un- and labor were considered by living
July started at 91
A. J.
tion outing. Take a Kodak with you.
Fischer Drug Company about it.
McKelway, secretary of the southern
A Big Shipment of new designs in Fischer Drug Company have them at changed to 4 off and fell to 91.
Promises of moisture in the west states child labor committee, and
picture moulding just received by from $1 to $65.
turn. July opened others.
Mulligan & Rising.
Death of Young Woman Death gave corn a down
lower at 55 to 55 4 and
tb
Call the Capital City Dairy, phone ; came this mornins at 4 o'clock after
Moving pictures were used to' demBlack 188, when in need of milk and long and painful illness to Miss Cata-lin- a dropped to 54
onstrate me society's views on hous
Heavy and general sel'ing of oats ing, health and recreation, the lilms
cream. Surplus always on hand.
Rael, at the home of her brother,
Exquisite hand embroidered robes, Marcus Rael on the the Loma above resulted from fear of rairs over Sun- illustrating the spread- of disease by
waists, etc. from Paris to New York, East Palace avenue. The deceased day. July started unchanged to
the house fly, the fight for pure milk,
specially priced for one week at Goe- was 23 years old and was a daughter cents lower, at 38 4 and descends to the work against tuberculosis and the
bels.
of the late Andres Rael. She was viva- 37
attempts to secure a "Safe and Sane
Provisions sagged. First sales Fourth of July."
The Guild of the Church of the Holy cious arfd popular among her companlower to Z 12 up; Sept
Faith has postponed indefinitely the ions and was a member of the Royal were 12
'
sale, which was to have taken, place Highlanders. Her brother, Marcus, pork at 15.3032
lard, 8.47
on the 16th of June,
is the only near relative surviving al- ribs, 8.32
j
Smash on Grain Market.
Kodak means the best camera on though otherwise the family relation
'
i the market.
You can get one to suit is very large. The funeral will take
LIVESTOCK.
Chicago, 111., June 10 Stop loss
your pocket book at Fischer's Drug place on Monday1 morning from the selling of July wheat drove the price
Chicago, 111., June 10. Cattle Re
in
be
made
will
s
store.
Cathedral.
Interment,
Company
cents a ceipts 200. Market steady. Beeves
for that option down' 3
Woman's Board of Trade The Wo- Rosario cemetery. Mulligan and Ris- bushel today. The close was demor- 5.15 6.50; Texas steers $4.505.75;
man's Board of Trade will 'meet on ing are the funeral directors.
cents of the botj western steers S4.755.65': stockers
alized and within
Monday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
and feeders $3.855.70; cows and
tim figure of the season.
and iron fences
Whooping cough is not dangerous
Buy monuments
Only the support of the big longs heifers $2.405.80; calves $58.2.
from Bills Bros., 771 Broadway, Den when the cough is kept loose and exin the cash market' prevented a worse
Hogs
Receipts 11,800.- - t Market
ver. P. A. Sandoval, Santa Fe, local pectoration easy by giving Chambergenerally
steady.
Light $6 6.35; mix
smash.
It has been
lain's Cough Remedy.
representative.
ed
$5.956.35;
heavy $5.806.35;
The collapse followed attempts ot
Santa Fe's Missing Link The new used in many epidemics of this disrough $5.856; good to"1 choice $6
For sale owners in Winnipeg to dispose of July 6.35; pigs $5.6506.20; bulk of sales
Soda Menu offered at ' the Capital ease with perfect success.
A
wheat at low prices in Buffalo.
Pharmacy. Eastern Delicacies served by all dealers.
$6.156.30
j sympathetic decline there encouraged
Market
7,00.
Sheep Receipts
a flood of stop loss orders and there
was almost in a twinkling a fading steady. Native $3.Q04.50;. western
na
away of prices which in point of sud- $3.254.66; yearlings, $4.355.20;
denness does not often meet with a tive, $4.2506.65; western, $4.25 06.90.
Kansas City, Mo.; June 10. Cattle-Rece- ipts
The extreme decline in
paralell.
200. Market steady. Native
cents.
other futures was only 1
southern steers,
steers,
$5.0006.35;
Wall Street.
f
$4.00 5.00; "southern cows and heif
A cheap wagon looks about as good as a Studebaker when it
New York, N. Y., June 10. Open ers,
$3.0004.75; native cows and heif
is new, but it won't compare with a Studebaker after several
changes in the stock market today ers, $2.75 06.15; stockers and feeders,
years wear;
were small except in the case of a
$4.005.25; bulls, $3.75 05.00; calves,
few of the less active issues. Among
And what is more,
$4.507.50; western steers, $4.75
these were United States
rubber, 6.10; western cows; 3.004.75.
The chances are that what you have paid on it for repairs, added
wfrich lost a point, American sugar.
'
to the original cost, would be more than we would ask for a new
Market
4,000.
Hogs Receipts,
which lost
and Tennesee copper,
to 5 cents higher. Bulk of
strong
and Union Pacific, preferred, each of
which advanced a point.-- Slight gains sales, $6.156.20; heavy, $6.1006.20;
$6.156.25;
were made by most of the speculative packers and butchers,
lights, $6.1525.
leaders.
200.
Market
Sheep Receipts,
Business was small in the favorite
lambs.
Muttons,
steady.
$404.00;
stocks and they fluctuated t within
very narrow limits. There was, how
ever, quite an active speculation in
The cheap wagon is "played out" in a few ysara,
certain other stocks, under which
MEN'S BLUE
Southern Railway preferred and Erie
But,
first preferred improved 1; New 'HaREGULAR PRICE $18.00
The Studebaker will be practically as good as new.
ven 1
and Kansas & Texas pre-
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MARKET REPORT

1--2.

Turquoise, Laveliers,

J

1-- 2

.

Amethysts, Opals,

'

8

$5.50(317.00; fed we. .thers and yearlings, $3.604.e0; fed western ewes,

$3.003.50.
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.

Connections made with Automobile
line, it Vaughn for Roswell,
daily.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros
well at 8:30 a. m. und arrives at Ros
well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leave
Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
fare between Santa F and Torrance
Is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Reserve seats on autoRoswell $10.
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
Report of the Condition or
TEE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
of 8anta Fe,
at Santa Fe, in the Territory of New Mexico
at the close ot business June 7. 1911.
Resources.
Loans and discounts..
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation.
U. S. Bonds to secure U. 8. de-

posits
Bonds, securities, etc..
Banking bouse, furniture and fixtures
Other Heal Estate owned
Due from National Banks (not
reserve agents
Due from State and private banks
and bankers. Trust
.
and Savings Banks Oompanles
Due from approved reserve agents
Checks and other cash Items
Notes of other National Banks....
Fractional paper currency nickels
and cents
LA WVVh MONEY KKSKRVK IS BANK.

viz:

!

C.A.L OVER

THE

TH E WORLD.

Waltham

is America's

EXQUISITE DESIGNS

watch. Here and
is recognized ai
the highest type of time-piec- e.

.

IN

abroad it

iO'

GOLD AND SILVER

There is a Difference

FILIGREE

We are headquarters for the

Waltham Watch

Between Wagons

Before you make a watch purchase
let us tell you how and why you
will get more for your money in a
W'aUham.
A full assortment of all
grades.

S.

SPITZ,
The Jeweler

"It's Time You Owned a Waltham."

2

:

WOOD-DAV-

Hardware

IS

Company

Distributors

'

of

The Walger
New Model
ft

Awning
THE

BEST AWNING

. EVER PUT UP

WAGON

and

The prudent farmer buys the wagon that will do his work well

ferred

wear well.

clined 1 and American Ice 1
The
market closed active and strong. The
market became largely one of specialties, but there was a better inquiry for
the railroad issues, following a rise pt
a point in United States steel to 78.

He buys

tMMM

Studebaker,

light running

wears longest

mm

SANTA FE HARDWARE
& SUPPLY CO.

1

General Electric

If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican Want An.

$521,464 75
149 72
40,000 00
50,000 00
107,016 Bit

9,500 00
4,000 00
80,60

12

-

5,858 (4
163,061 64
1,660 77

2,466 00
241 87

$71,243 36

Specie

"
3,926 00
Legal Tender notes
175,168 35
U.
8.
Redemption fund with
Treasurer (5 per cent circulation
2,000 00
Total
$1,058,080 79

Liabilities.
Capital stock paid in
Surplus fund
Undivided Profits. less Kxpenses
and Taxes paid
National Bank Notes outstanding
Due to other National Banks
Due to State and Private Banks
and Bankers....!.
Individual deposits subject to
check..-- .

Demand certificates of deposit...
Time certificates of depot-I- t
Certified checks

$150,000

00

60,000 00
40,053 95
40,000 00
8,374 63

J

3,108 52
477 023 06
1,794 22
244,343 14
76
4,987 84
18,629 90
29,753 78

Ill

Cashier's checks outstanding.---- .
United States deposits
Deposits of U.S. disbursing officers
$1,063,080 79
Total
Territory of New Mexico, county of Santa
Fe. ss:
I, James B. Read, cashier of the above
named bank, do solemnly swear that the
above statement Is true to the best of my
knowledge and belief. JAMES B. RE A I)
Oobheot Attest:
Cashier,
R. J. PALEN,
L.A.HUGHES,
ARTHUR SF.LIGMAN.
Directors
Subscribed and sworn to before me this
10th day of June 1911. S. O. McOEIMMON,
Notary Public

It
m

7

SERQE 5UIT5
SPECIAL AT $12.5

de-

1

try

THE Bid STORE

if

A

Men's Elf in Shirt Sale
For One Week Only Commencing Tuesday, May 30
Shirts By Makers That Best Know How
Our summer

,

shirt display is

the finest shirt spread we have
ever had the pleasure of offering
our trade. You'll never wear
better shirts than we are now
showing and at a low price.
The shirtings are very handsome, while the fit, making and

quality of material form a
of shirt perfection.

com-binati- on

Pleated or Plaim Bossoms
4

style, cuffs attached or
separated. Every size and sleeve
length that's made. Every shirt
an example of splendid shirt
making. Moderate priced shirts
or shirt luxury as you prefer.

Coat

$1.25 and $1.50
Cannot be obtained elsewhere for
less than $1.75 & $2.00 and our
guarantee goes with every shirt
sold. There will be no better
'
time than right now to select
your summer shirt.

NATHAN SALMON.

7

r

